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NRC CLINTON EIS HEARING 4/19/05: AN ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY

My name is Carolyn Treadway. I am a personal life coach, therapist, and pastoral counselor from Normal,
Illinois, twenty five miles from Clinton. My entire lifework has been to support and enhance life. Thus I am
greatly appreciative of this opportunity to speak on behalf of what I care about so very deeply: the preciousness
and sacred value of life. Life on Earth.

I love this Earth, and I know you do also. You too love the places, the species, and above all your special people.
Remember them now. See in your mind and heart the faces of your beloved people, and the particular places you
love most around Clinton and elsewhere in Illinois. Image them. Image what you want for your children and
grandchildren and grandchildren's grandchildren-the kind of life you want them to have, the world you w ant them
to inherit. Deep in your heart, feel the longing and fervent ^vishes you have for their well being. We all want this
for our descendants. In this, we are truly united.

Now imagine what it would mean to you if this were lost. If your grandchild, genetically deformed or suffering
from leukemia, looked back at you with hollow eyes. If your lovely Clinton Lake was polluted by the thermophilic
microorganisms which live in warmer water. If your farmlands, fields, woods, and streams were radioactive for
millennia, like the land near Chernobyl. We have already had one Chernobyl, one Three Mile Island, one
Hiroshima, one Nagasaki. Why do we even risk any more nuclear accidents or events? It is unfathomable to me...

It could happen. It could happen to you, and to me, and to our loved ones, from Clinton's own power plant(s). If
there were a nuclear accident here, it could lay waste much of Illinois and beyond. Illinois has 14 nuclear reactors
( 11 operative, three closed), more than any other state in the USA. Illinois reactors produce more nuclear waste
each year than any other state. Thus we who live here are at more risk. Friends, there IS danger.

Nuclear power is touted as safe, clean, cheap, and inexhaustible. It is none of these. Do not believe these myths.
Instead, a little reading and research will quickly reveal to you the fallacy of these claims, and the truths of the
dangers, health risks, and horrendous costs of nuclear power. Start by reading Helen Caldicott's Nuclear
Madness and Gaylc Greene's The Woman Who Knew Too Much: Alice Stewart and the Secrets of Radiation.
Also, study the websites <Nvww"w.nirs.org>, <vNww.ncis.org>. <%vwwvw.elpc.org>, <N%,wwv.ucsusa.org>, and
<w*vv.nonewnukes.org>.

Let me very briefly address the issue of high level nuclear waste. A 1000 megawatt reactor like Clinton generates
20-30 tons per year (Bertell, 270). In this waste are byproducts of nuclear fission such as plutonium, lethal for
240,000 years; cesium-135, lethal for 23 million years; and iodine-129, lethal for 160 million years (Nuclear
Information and Resource Service). Plutonium is so deadly that less than one-millionth of a gram is a carcinogenic
dosc(Caldicott, 1984, 80). 240,000 years is 10,000 generations! How much of this toxic stuff is already sitting in
Clinton a few miles from us, and from your children, right now? What on Earth are wc leaving our children? Are
we even going to leave them an inhabitable Earth? We keep generating more and more nuclear waste, and yet
there is absolutely nowhere for it to go. Yucca Mountain is not safe as a repository site. The Western Shoshone,
on whose sacred land it lies, have long called Yucca the "Serpent Mountain" because it moves (due to seismic
activity.) Dry cask storage is not safe, nor are the cooling pools where "spent fuel" rods are stored at each
reactor site.

"Spent fuel" rods are thousands of times more radioactive than new, unused fuel rods. If the boron filled water
covering these "spent" rods in the cooling pools were suddenly drained, the rods would quickly heat up to the point
of nuclear fission, creating a radioactive nuclear fire like nothing our planet has ever seen. Not even in
containment buildings and with inadequate security, these cooling pools are extremely vulnerable to terrorist
attack. Perhaps all it might take is one person in one small boat in the dark of night on Clinton Lake.

In Clinton's reactor, twenty five miles from my house and a lot closer to some of yours, sits the long-lived
radioactivity of approximately 1000 Hiroshimas, and in the cooling pool sits much more (Caldicott, 1994, 114). 1
have been to Hiroshima four times. I have had the images of the horrendous destruction from our one little atom
bomb seared into my mind, heart, and soul. Go to the Peace Museum at the epicenter in Hiroshima, and you will
see them too: the photos of live persons running toward the river w^ith their skin hanging from their bodies, the



melted glass and stone, the shadow on granite stcps-all that remained after the person sitting there was vaporized.

Despite its 650+ page length, the EIS document does not address the crucial issues of which I speak. I do not
need one word of this report, nor any other study, to know we do not need or want another nuclear plant at
Clinton, or anywhere else! To know that there are 1000 latent Hiroshimas sitting in a reactor twenty five miles
from my house is reason enough for me. In every cell and with every fiber of my being I say NO MORE! This is
madness! No more nuclear power! It is dirty, very expensive, and creates radioactivity lethal for hundreds of
thousands of years. The next ten thousand generations should not have to pay the tremendous costs of dealing
Keith the nuclear waste created so that you and I can have electricity today.

We do not need nuclear power! First and foremost, we can conserve our use of energy and fossil fuel. Save more,
use less, generate less. Subsidize renewable energy sources, such as wind power, just as nuclear power has been
subsidized by our government, and watch them take off beautifully: so clean, cheap, safe, and inexhaustible! Wind
turbines on farmland can provide a financial windfall to farmers weith little disturbance to crops or livestock.
Learn about the forthcoming wind farm under development near Arrowsmith: it wvill be the largest land based wind
farm in the USA. Visit the Mendota Hills wind farm near Paw Paw. Stand under those gleaming, silent wind
turbines, see the future, and be inspired. Bring renewable energy to Clinton; create healthy new jobs and economy!

The proposed Clinton 11 reactor is moving rapidly along in the NRC approval process. If approved, many more
reactors will follow throughout the USA. This would be a unmitigated disaster for our planet! Thus we are at a
pivotal moment, a moment of enormous opportunity. We gathered here in Clinton tonight are standing on a fine
line between past and future. Are we going to go backwards, and resume dangerous and expensive nuclear powver
plant proliferation? Or will we turn the tide of human history right here, tonight, by saying NO MORE to nuclear
power until its effects on health can be proven harmless and the riddle of nuclear waste can be solved?

Clinton could make history forever, by being the place wherc people had the courage and foresight to STOP
building more nuclear reactors until much more is understood about their long term impact on the environment, the
health of persons and all species, and planetary survival. Beginning right here in Clinton tonight, the NRC could
step up to its stated mission of protecting public health, safety, and the cnvironment-instead of colluding with the
nuclear industry, which seeks profit rather than safety. The NRC could act for safety by closing down aging
reactors, approving no new ones, and taking leadership in responsible handling of the nuclear waste we have
already created, including over 50,000 tons of high level waste thus far (U.S. Energy Information Agency; Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste). The NRC could develop and implement guidelines for ethical management of
radioactive materials, as already proposed by Joanna Macy and her colleagues (2004, 282-283).

For the NRC to do this would be incredible! The opportunity is here, before us now, tonight. We are the ones
who can take bold new steps in the direction of safely, morality, and justice. I spoke of such things at the Scoping
Hearing here on 12/18/03. You did not listen to me then, and you can dismiss me again now. But somevherc in
your heart of hearts my voice will go with you, for you too knowv the difference between clean air and invisible
nuclear pollution, and you too know you do not want your grandchildren's grandchildren's grandchildren to suffer
the burdens, and the fallout, of our nuclear waste. Stop! Listen within for a moment (hold the silence). You know
this. You know wc are similar in our hearts, you know we are all connected. Through my voice, you can hear
the sounds of your own heart. You can also hear the voice of Earth. Speaking for the Earth, and for all the
generations yet to come, I implore you: Stop! Listen! Tune in! Wake up! Act now to preserve us-all future
beings-while you still can. You wvill make so much difference toward the future we will, or will not, have.
Thank you.

Carolyn W. Treadway, 712 N. School St., Normal, IL 61761-1621

REFERENCES
Bertell, Rosalie. 1985, No Immediate Danger?: Prognosis for a Radioactive Earth, Women's Press.
Caldicott, Helen. 1994. Nuclear Madness, W. W. Norton.
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Nuclear Information and Resource Service. wvwv.nirs.org/factshects/ROUTINERADIOACTIVERELEASES.htm
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste. www.ymp.gov/
U.S. Energy Information Agency. www\5v.eia.doc.gov/cneaf/nuclear/spent-fucllussnfdata.html
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Comments

My name is Charlotte Green. I live close to Urbana, about 40 miles downwind
from Clinton.

I am calling on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission not to issue a permit to
Exelon to build a second nuclear power plant at Clinton until the NRC can
certify that the radiation from the currently existing plant does not harm
the health of residents of DeWitt County, Champaign County, and other
counties downwind from the Clinton plant.

I'm concerned about the effect of radiation from the nuclear power plant,
which is currently operating, on the health of citizens of Champaign County.
A study done by Dr. Samuel Galewsky, a professor of molecular biology at
Milliken University, shows a correlation between infant mortality rates and
the operation of the nuclear power plant at Clinton. Dr. Galewski looked at
the infant mortality rates in DeWitt County and the counties surrounding
Clinton before, during, and after the Clinton plant was shut down for repairs
in 1996-99. When the plant was shut down, infant mortality rates dropped in
the counties downwind from Clinton. When the plant resumed operation,
infant mortality rates went back up. In the counties not downwind from
Clinton, infant mortality rates decreased before, during, and after the plant
shut-down. This study seems to indicate that radiation from the Clinton
plant may be the cause of infants dying in Champaign County. This is tragic
enough, but Samuel Galewsky's study on infant mortality may be an indicator
of other health problems, the canary in the coal mine, if you will. Low-level
radiation may also cause pediatric cancer, breast cancer, and leukemia.

The NRC has a responsibility to us in Champaign County and other downwind
counties to further investigate the possible health risks to our residents.

I call on the NRC to commission an independent study on the health impacts
of radiation on counties downwind from nuclear power plants. This study
should include the effect of radiation on infant mortality, cancer, leukemia,
birth defects, and reproductive health. The NRC should not issue any more
permits for nuclear reactors until it can produce definitive evidence that
radiation emitted from currently operating plants does not harm the health
of citizens living downwind.



Chief, Rules and Directives Branch,
Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration,
Mailstop T-6D59,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comni-ssion,
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to support the ESP application at the Excelon ESP Site (Tac #
MCI 125). As a mother, grandmother and educator at the Clinton School District I would
like to support the concept of constructing Unit 2 at the Clinton Power Plant. I have
raised my family in the shadow of the Clinton Nuclear Power Plant and consider it a safe
place to live. Everyone has to accept risk with where they live and work. It has been
discovered that people living in brick homes experience more radiation exposure than
someone living next to a nuclear power plant.

The power plant workers have been good neighbors and bring stability to our
community. Many local leaders are employees of the Clinton Power Plant and have
added stability to the community as many manufacturing jobs have left. From an
environmental point of view, I can say that if the best fishing in central Illinois and a deer
population of over 500 in a 2-mile radius of the power plant is an indication of good
environmental health, than bring on unit 2. We have a beautiful area to live and the power
plant has been a good neighbor.

The Clinton Power Plant has provided a good job base and has provided a lovely
lake that makes Clinton a tourism magnet for central Illinois.

Maybe some of the good people that are concerned about the fact that they live
within 20 miles of the Clinton Nuclear Power Plant should be more concerned about the
break down of the family or about the explosion of drug use. Without the hope of good
jobs and adequate supplies of energy to heat and cool our homes and businesses, what
kind of quality of life do we really have?

Sincerel

Katherine Ferguson
RR#3 Box 205
Clinton Illinois 61727



Submitted by Barbara Kessel

904 E. Colorado Ave.

Urbana, 11 61801 April 19, 2005

Five U.S. nuclear reactors, closed permanently between 1987 and 1998 were studied as

to the rates of infant mortality before and after shutdown; the infant mortality went down

dramatically by close to the same amount in the two years following shutdown - 15-18 %

at each site ((while the U.S. average in that time period was 6.4% drop.)) in the

downwind counties, 50 - 70 miles away. For fetuses, infants and children up to 5 years,

the rate continued to drop for six years following shutdown.

Why infant mortality? Because fetuses and babies are developing cells rapidly and

are more intensely affected by radiation: the results are seen in miscarriages, stillbirths,

malformed and low birth weight babies.

Do we have to put up with this increased risk in order to have the energy we need?

The answer is shocking. The purpose of this plant, according to Exelon, is to ship energy

to other states for profit because Illinois has all the energy it needs. For this our children

should die?

The study: "Improvements in local infant health after nuclear power reactor closing."

Environmental Epidemiology and Toxicology (2000) 2, 32-36 by Joseph P. Mangano,

www.nature.com



Chief, Rules and Directives Branch,
Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration,
Mailstop T-6D59,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to support the ESP application at the Excelon ESP Site (Tac #
MCI 125). As a 21 year old Union Carpenter that has worked during special projects and
refuel outages at the Clinton Power Plant, I would like to strongly voice my support for a
second reactor at the Clinton Site.

I have witnessed first hand the level of security and professionalism involved with
the work at the Clinton Power Plant. I live 5 miles from the facility and have no fear
about the safety of the community. We live in an era where all need to be concerned
about worldwide activities, but we also need to be concerned about the long-term future
of our industry and quality of life. The construction of another plant would provide
1 000's of good paying construction jobs, 1 00's of skilled operation jobs, and countless
other spin-offjobs.

We must have adequate, stable, and low cost power to provide for the jobs of the
future in Illinois. We have not had power black outs in Illinois because of our planning
for capacities in the past. We must now plan for the future as our jobs rely upon having
good power supplies.

Sincerely

Eric Ferguson
1706 East Washington St.
Clinton, Illinois 61727



There is one overriding reason why Clinton II should not be built

and, indeed, why Clinton I should be decommissioned with all

deliberate speed. Namely, if anything really serious should ever go

wrong, the resulting devastation would go beyond what most

people can imagine. "Ah, but our design is so modem, so

technologically advanced, that nothing could ever go wrong!" So

thought the builders of the Titanic, and indeed the builders of the

World Trade Center. But things CAN go wrong, as the recent

years-long shutdown of Clinton I confirms, and lying in the

background is the New Madrid earthquake fault, the pools full of

radioactive waste, and the ingenuity and dedication of terrorists.

"Ridiculous! Way overblown!", say proponents. "Such

things could never happen." But there is an incontrovertible fact

that proves them wrong-the flat refusal of insurance companies to

touch nuclear power. The judgment of the professionals whose

business it is to assess risks has been 100% consistent from the

beginning, "Nuclear power is to risky for us to touch." That is an

objective judgment we would do well to heed today.

LJlyi 3-t / Gg



AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
555 North Kensington Avenue
La Grange Park, Illinois
60326-5592 USA

Tel: 708/ 332-6611
E-Mail: NUCLEUSians.org
http:///www~ans.org
Fax: 708/ 352-0499

April 19, 2005

I am here today on behalf of the American Nuclear Society. As a not-for-profit membership
organization, the American Nuclear Society represents the dedication of more than [ten
thousand, five hundred] engineers, scientists, educators and other nuclear professionals. Our
members volunteer their time and talents in the use, research, and development of nuclear
science and technology to improve our day-to-day lives.

ANS serves as a resource on scientific, technological, and policy issues. Our position is that
building the next generation of nuclear power plants is very important to provide the
electricity that will be needed by the year 2020. Currently, nuclear power contributes 20
percent of the electricity production in the United States - an even higher percentage here in
Illinois. To control the increasing emissions of greenhouse gases or harmful particulates in
our atmosphere, we must increase the share of renewables such as nuclear, hydropower, solar,
and wind in our electricity mix.

We recognize that new power plants of any kind must be competitive in the marketplace.
Operators must be able to supply power reliably and affordably. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's new licensing process, which we are taking part in now,
demonstrates how predictable and timely this process can be while assuring that it is
thorough. The NRC's mandate is to protect our health and safety. The American Nuclear
Society believes the new process provides us with confidence that the NRC meets its
mandate.

Harry A. Bradley

Leders in the detelonent, dissemination and application of nuclear science and techiology to benefit humanity.

HARRY A. BRADLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TEL: 708-579-8200
E-Mail: HBradley Cans.org
Web Site: www.ans.org

Fax: 708-579-8283



Nuclear Energy Information Service
"Illinois' Nuclear Power Watchdog for 23years"

______ __ Box 1637, Evanston, IL 60204 office: 845 Chicago Avenue, #207, Evanston, IL 60202
(847)869-7650; -7658 fax . www.neis.org neis@neis.org

PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release: For more information, contact:
Tuesday, April 19, 2005 10:00 a.m. Dave Kraft, Director (847)869-7650; neiscneis.ora

SECOND CLINTON NUKE "UNNECESSARY, UNSAFE, UNWISE," GROUP CONTENDS

EVANSTON-Nuclear power watchdog and safe-energy advocate organization Nuclear Energy Information Service

calls Exelon's plans for additional nuclear plants unnecessary, unsafe and unwise at a public hearing convened by federal

regulators in downstate Clinton.

'If Illinois and Gov. Blagojevich are serious about meaningfully expanding the role and market share for

renewable energy resources in the state, then there is simply no room for one or two new 1000 Mw nuclear plants,>

contends NEIS Director David Kraft. "Building these reactors would be unnecessary, unsafe and unwise. NRC should

save the public and Exelon time and money, and deny the Early Site Permit Exelon is requesting for these nukes,' Kraft

states. His remarks are part of the message NEIS will present at the nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Early Site

Permit hearing, scheduled for 7 p.m. tonight at the Clinton Junior High School, 401 N. Center, Clinton.

The hearing is the first step in the regulatory process that could end up with Exelon Corporation building 2000+

Mw of additional nuclear power capacity at the downstate Clinton site before the end of the decade. Exelon is part of the

New Start Consortium, dedicated to building new reactors in the US before 2010.

NEIS points out that currently, the region is experiencing an energy glut; and Illinois is in the process of enacting

legislation that would mandate utilities to increase their production of electricity from renewable sources such as wind and

biomass. "Enacting this 'renewables portfolio standard' legislation would provide even more environmentally friendly

electricity at more competitive prices as increased market share reduces the costs for the renewables," Kraft explains.

"Conversely, building more large nuclear plants will deliberately sabotage these future plans for renewables," he warns.

The safety, security and wisdom of building new nuclear plants near the world's busiest airport in a post 9-11

world is also a consideration that must be taken seriously, according to Kraft. NRC officials consider airline crashes into

reactors as "unrealistic scenarios," and would not allow this as a topic for discussion or analysis in the current ESP

process. Yet, interviews of captured al Qaeda operatives revealed that reactors are indeed potential terrorist targets.

"O'Hare Field, the world's busiest airport, is less than 27minutes of normal-appearing flight time away from every

Illinois reactor; and the new Airbus A-380 aircraft - 500+ tons, carrying nearly 300,000 liters of fuel - begins flights to

O'Hare in 2006. Illinois cannot afford to disregard the potential for serious crash and burn events - accidental or

otherwise" Kraft asserts. "NRC's glib disregard of these facts, and refusal to permit their discussion at this hearing

demonstrate that "NRC" surely means "Never Really Concerned" about public safety. Yet this agency will decide whether

Exelon's proposed Clinton-2 nuke is 'safe enough,'" he observes.

Unsafe, unwise, and unnecessary, NEIS is calling for a denial of the proposed Clinton-2 early site permit.

-30-

NEIS was founded in 1981 to provide the public with credible information on nuclear power hazards; and with information about viable
alternatives to nuclearpower



DEWITT COUNTY FARM BUREAU

P.O. Box 517 Ph: 217-935-2126
CLINTON, ILLINOIS 61727

April 19, 2005

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Dear Sirs:

Illinois Farm Bureau has long had a policy supportive of the use of nuclear power
generators as a source of needed energy. In light of that, the DeWitt County Farm
Bureau Board of Directors voted unanimously to support the granting of a permit to
construct the second unit at Amergen's Clinton, IL Nuclear Power Station.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hieronymus, President



COMMIT-EES CAPITOL OFFICE:
Hi-her Education (Vice-Chair) 257-S Stratton Building
Appropriation Elementary & Secondary Education E Springfield, IL 62706
Appropriation Higher Education 217-557-7680-FAX
Human Services 275778 A

DISTRICT OFFICE:
NAOMI D. JAKOBSSON 206 N. Randolph, Suite 120

STATE REPRESENTATIVE * 1 0 3 rd DISTRICT 217-373-5000
94"' GENERAL ASSEMBLY 217-373-8679 - FAX

E-mail: n.jakobsson@worldnet.att.net

April 19,2005

To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to offer greetings to the citizens who are attending this public meeting. I am
hosting an Earth Week forum and environmental discussion in my district this evening and
am therefore unable to be present in Clinton, but I wanted to share my thoughts on this issue.

The proposed nuclear reactor in Clinton poses several potential health and safety risks to the
citizens of neighboring communities. Even with measures to reduce the amount of radiation
allowed into the air, radiation escapes from the plants and pollutes the air in nearby towns.

According to the Radiation and Public Health Project, communities within 50 miles of a
nuclear reactor experience an average yearly increase in breast cancer cases of between 14
and 40 percent. The average yearly rate for communities without reactors is one percent.
Communities near reactors are also at a higher risk of birth defects in their children and a
higher risk of thyroid problems, including hypothyroidism and thyroid cancer.

Furthermore, as a state, we should be moving towards sustainable energy sources, instead of
continuing to rely on harmful energy such as nuclear power. Not only are renewable
resources safer for our communities and the earth, they are becoming cheaper and easier to
access. For example, it will take seven to 10 years to build a nuclear power plant; it would
take two years to build a wind farm that could produce the same amount of energy. This
energy would be produced cleanly and safely. I encourage Exelon and other power
companies in Illinois to begin investing in sustainable energy sources such as wind and solar
power.

Due to the environmental and health risks to the citizens in my district, I must oppose efforts
to build an additional nuclear reactor in Clinton. Although I commend the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) for holding this meeting, I encourage the NRC to hold
additional public meetings so the concerns of the region's citizens may be heard before
granting an Early Site Permit to Exelon.

Sincerely,

£9

Naomi D. Jakobsson
State Representattive
103 d District RECYCLED PAPER * SOYBEAN INKS



Chief, Rules and Directives Branch,
Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration,
Mailstop T-6D59,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to support the ESP application at the Excelon ESP Site (Tac #
MCI 125). 1 am a life long resident of Harp Township, a graduate of the University of
Illinois, and a farmer for 31 years, Highway Commissioner for Harp Township for 29
years, and am currently serving as the Land Use Chairman for the DeWitt County Board.
Yes, I have an interest in the safety and the future possible construction of Unit 2 at the
Clinton Power Station. I grew up on the sight of the current power plant and reside about
4 miles from the plant today.

I would like to comment on the draft report for the Excelon ESP Site. On page 2-
62 the Cultural Background 2-9.1 line 31 a correction should be made the Methodist
Church at Birkbeck has been torn down. Page 4-20 section 4.5.1.3 Roads: I would like to
comment that as the Harp Township Highway Commissioner, I would say that the local
roads serving the power plant site are adequate and are able to handle the expected traffic.
We had 14-foot wide gravel roads that served the area before construction of Unit 1.
Many of these roads only had 20 cars per day prior to construction of Unit 1. During the
construction the roads were upgraded to 20 ft. asphalt roadways that handled up to 700
cars per day. Currently over-weight loads are brought into the Clinton Power Plant on
Harp Township roads because of weight-restricted bridges on Route 54. Page 4-24
section 4.5.3.2 Taxes, I would like to challenge the statement that no new property taxes
would be paid during construction. During the construction of Unit 1 assessed value was
increased as construction progressed. I would expect the same to happen for new
construction unless waived by the local taxing bodies.

I would now like to offer testimony concerning the ESP for the Site. First of all I
believe that nuclear power should be a larger part of our energy supply. It is an absolute
travesty to waste a finite resource such as natural gas to create electricity. The impact of
limited gas supplies and increasing demands has made it financially impossible for low-
income families to heat their homes. As a farmer, my fertilizer costs have doubled as the
price of precious natural gas has increased.

For the people that are concerned about the safety of nuclear power, I ask what
alternatives do you want? Lives are lost every year in coal mine accidents, people are
killed running into coal trains, natural gas explosions kill people, and the alternative of
wind power sounds good until you really need the power on those hot, sultry, humid and
windless days in August. We need dependable base load plants to prevent brown outs
during the peak demand periods.



Risk is a part of life. For the concerned folks from Bloomington and Champaign, I
would offer that having a nuclear plant in Clinton must not be a great concern or these
cities would not be the boom towns of downstate Illinois. If you were really threatened by
the fact of living 25 miles from a nuclear plant, would you be living where you live? Or
do you live where you do because of quality of life, good jobs and adequate power
supplies? All of us took a much greater risk in driving to this meeting tonight than in
living next to a nuclear power plant. We need to keep things in perspective; we in Illinois
did not experience drastic increases in our electricity rates or shortages of power because
the utility companies invested in nuclear power 30 years ago. We cannot take the attitude
of the NIMBY groups without running the risk of making Illinois another California.

As I stated earlier, I grew up on the sight of the Clinton Power Plant. Upon
graduation from the Uof I, I was offered to be the 2nd man on the job for construction but
choose to continue farming . I was a part of many hearings and local emergency training
programs as construction progressed. I know from experience that the plant is safe. We
need to look at the 3-Mile Island incident and understand that because of that man made
incident many protective redundancies were built into current and future designs to make
them safe.

I could go on for hours expressing my opinion that we should be absolutely
looking to nuclear power as our energy source of the future. I hope that we can all agree
that the Clinton sight would be a good choice for the next nuclear power facility.

Sincerely,

Terry Ferguson
RR#3 Box 205
Clinton, II 61727
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Constructing a second reactor (or more) at the Clinton Power Station would be a good
idea for several reasons. The area would benefit economically is many different ways.
In addition, the reactor would provide a source in a safe and efficient manner for needed
electric power.

Obviously, the construction of another reactor would result in many jobs for the
construction unions. The area communities would benefit from the travel and relocation
of the construction workers. Clinton, which has had its share of bad luck economically
the past few years with plant closings, would be a major benefactor. After construction,
additional employment would be needed by Amergen. This project would also continue
the life of the plant for another significant span of time.

The construction of a new reactor could be done more efficiently at the Clinton Power
Station than other plants since quite a bit a preparation for the second unit was done when
the first unit was built many years ago. The excavation and foundation work done years
ago would save millions of dollars.

Amergen and its parent company, Exelon, have many years of nuclear expertise with
many plants.That can be used to plan and build a more efficient, economical and safer
plant than what is here today. This unit could be used as a prototype for a new generation
of power plants that can eventually replace the aging fossil fuel plants. Once operating, a
nuclear plant produces electricity more efficiently and cleaner than a coal-fired plant.
Now that the federal government has addressed the waste storage at Yucca Mountain, the
most critical open issue when Unit One was built is solved.

In being on the Clinton City Council for 20 years, either as Finance Commissioner or
Mayor, I have had several classes in the different aspects of emergency preparedness. I
have also participated in all drills since the plant opened up until April, 2003 when I left
office. Even with my limited knowledge of plant operations, I have seen a tremendous
amount of redundancy in safety and operations systems. As mentioned earlier, Exelon
brings a great deal of expertise and talent to the table. They are also not going to want to
risk the financial well-being and reputation of their company be building an unsafe and
unreliable nuclear facility. The excellent safety record of the company is a matter of
public record.

The local governments have also received a side benefit from this planning. DeWitt
County has a state-of-the, art emergency operations center. The plan in place, as well as
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the warning sirens, can be used for disasters other than nuclear. The training received by
the emergency personnel, as well as the drills, has proved to be a huge asset to the
community.

Amergen has been a good corporate citizen to Clinton and DeWitt County. Tourism
provided by the lake and the marina has become a large industry locally. Donations made
by the company and its employees to local charities and organizations have been
substantial. Work done by the power plant employees with local churches anid
organizations has been invaluable. The power plant has provided a good place for local
people to work. It has also brought in employees that have now settled in Clinton and
call Clinton home. Some of the employees of the plant are the finest you would ever have
the privilege to meet.

In addition to jobs created, the additional tax base the second reactor would bring to local
governments would be a huge shot in the arm. The power plant property used to pay
about 86% of the tax dollars received by the Clinton School District. With the change in
the assessment of the plant, the last year of the agreement, the taxes paid will be a small
fraction of that percentage. Richland Community College in Decatur, The Warner
Library District, the County of DeWitt and other taxing bodies will receive substantial
benefits. The end result of this is that the individual taxpayer will have to pay a smaller
share of the pie. More importantly, our children will receive more educational
opportunities from the resulting income to the schools.

The benefits of building a second reactor at Clinton Power Station are many. In addition
to the economic benefits the local area receives, the other benefactors will be all of those
electric power users throughout the power grid. We all seem to want to use more and
more electric power each day. Nuclear power is a clean and economical source of
energy. Amergen and Exelon need an opportunity to start building the new generation of
nucear reactors at thlion Power S

Thomas R. Edmunds
617 W. Main St.
Clinton, IL 61727
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In 1992, the Unlon of Concerned Scientists sent the World

Scientists' Warning for endorsement to all scientists worldwide who
had been awarded the Nobel Prize, and to national academy-level
scientists In Africa, Canada, China, Europe, Inda, Japan, Latin
America, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Over 1700 scientists, Including 104 Nobel laureates-a majority
of the living recipients of the Prize In the scIences-signed the
Waaming. These mnn and women represent 71 countries, Including
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nations, 12 countr's In Africa, 14 in Asia, 19 in Europe, and 12 in
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INTRODUCTION Human beings and the natural world
are on a collision course. Human activities inflict harsh
and often irreversible damage on the environment
and on critical resources. If not checked, many of
our current practices put at serious risk the future
that we wish for human society and the plant
and animal kingdoms, and may so alter the
living world that it will be unable to sustain
life in the manner that we know. Fundamen-
tal changes are urgent if we are to avoid the
collision our present course will bring about.

THE ENVIRONMENT The environment is
suffering critical stress:

The Atmosphere Stratospheric ozone deple-
tion threatens us with enhanced ultraviolet radia-
tion at the earth's surface, which can be damaging
or lethal to many life forms. Air pollution near ground
level, and acid precipitation, are already causing wide-
spread injury to humans, forests, and crops.

Water Resources Heedless exploitation of depletable groundwater
supplies endangers food production and other essential human systems.
Heavy demands on the world's surface waters have resulted in serious
shortages in some 80 countries, containing 10 percent of the world's
population. Pollution of rivers, lakes, and groundwater further limits
the supply.

Oceans Destruaive pressure on the oceans is severe, particularly in
the coastal regions which produce most of the world's food fish. The
total marine catch is now at or above the estimated maximum susTain-
able yield. Some fisheries have already shown signs of collapse. Rivers
carrying heavy burdens of eroded soil into theseas also carry industrial,
municipal, agricultural, and livestock waste-some of it toxic,

Soil Loss of soil productivity, which is causing extensive land aban-
donment, is a widespread by-product of current practices in agriculture
and animal husbandry. Since 1945, 11 percent of the earth's vegetated
surface has been degraded-an area larger than India and China
combined-and per capita food production in many parts of the world
is decreasing.
Forests Tropical rain forests, as well as tropical and temperate dry
forests, are being destroyed rapidly. At present rates, some critical forest
types will be gone in a few years, and most of the tropical rain forest
will be gone before the end of the next century. With them will go large
numbers of plant and animal species.

Living Species The irreversible loss of species, which by 2100 may
reach one-third of all species now living, is especially serious. We are
losing the potential they hold for providing medicinal and other benefits,
and the contribution that genetic diversity of life forms gives to the
robustness of the world's biological systems and to the astonishing beauty
of the earth itself.

Much of this damage is irreversible on a scale of centuries, or perma-
nent. Other processes appear to pose additional threats. Increasing levels
of gases in the atmosphere from human activities, including carbon
dioxide released from fossil fuel burning and from deforestation, may
alter climate on a global scale. Predictions of global warming are still
uncertain-with projected effects ranging from tolerable so very severe-
but the potential risks are very great.

Our massive tampering with the world's interdependent web of life-
coupled with the environmental damage inflicted by deforestation, species
loss, and climate change-could trigger widespread adverse effects,
including unpredictable collapses of critical biological systems whose
interactions and dynamics we only imperfectly understand.

Uncertainty over the extent of these effects cannot excuse compla-
cency or delay in facing the threats.

POPULATION The earth is finite. Irs abilit so absorb wastes and
destructive effluent is finite. Its ability to provide food and energy is
finite. Its ability so provide for growing numbers of people is finite. And
we are fast approaching many of the earth's limits. Current economic
practices which damage mhe environment, in both developed and under-
developed nations, cannot be continued without the risk that vital global
systems will be damaged beyond repair.

Pressures resulting from unrestrained population growth put demands
on the natural world that can overwhelm any efforts to achieve a sus-
tainable future. If we are to halt the destruction of our environment, we
must accept limits to that growth. A World Bank estimate indicates that
world population will not stabilize at less than 12.4 billion, while the
United Nations concludes that the eventual total could reach 14 billion,
a near tripling of today's 5.4 billion. But, even at this moment, one

person in five lives in absolute poverty without enough
to eat, and one in ten suffers serious malnutrition.

No more than one or a few decades remain
before the chance to avert the threats we now

confront will be lost and the prospects for
. humanity immeasurably diminished.

WARNING We the undersigned, senior
members of the world's scientific commu-
nity, hereby warn all humanity of what
lies ahead. A great change in our steward-

ship of the earth and the life on it is
required, if vast human misery is to be

avoided and our global home on this planet
'is not to be irretrievably mutilated.

WHAT WE MUST DO Five inextricably linked
areas must be addressed simultaneously:

1. We musi bring environmentally damaging activities
under control to restore and protect the integrity of the eot sytems
we depend on. We must; for example, move away from fossil fuels to
more benign, inexhaustible energy sources to cut greenhouse-gas emis-
sions and the pollution of our air and water. Priority must be given to
the development of energy sources matched to Third World needs-
small-scale and relatively easy to implement.

We must halt deforestation, injury to and loss of agricultural land, and
the loss of terrestrial and marine plant and animal species.
2. We must manage resources crucial to human welfare more
effectively. We must give high priority to efficient use of energy, water,
and other materials, including expansion of conservation and recycling.
3. We must stabilize population. This will be possible only if anl
nations recognize that it requires improved social and economic condi-
tions, and the adoption of effective, voluntary family planning.
4. We must reduce and eventually eliminate poverty.
5. We must ensure seuacl equality, and guarantee women control
over their own reproductive decisions.

The developed nations ;re the largest polluters in the world today.
They must greatly reduce their overconsumption, if we are to reduce
pressures on resources and the global environment. The developed
nations have the obligation to provide aid and support to developing
nations, because only the developed nations have the financial resources
and the technical skills for these tasks.

Acting on this recognition is not altruism, but enlightened self-interest:
whether industrialized or hiot, we all have but one lifeboat. No nation
can escape from injury when global biological systems are damaged. No
nation can escape from conflicts over increasingly scarce resources. In
addition, environmental and economic instabilities will cause mass
migrations with incalculable consequences for developed and undevel-
oped nations alike.

Developing nations must realize that environmental damage is one of
the gravest threats they face, and that attempts to blunt it will be
overwhelmed if their populations go unchecked. The greatest peril is to
become trapped in spirals of environmental decline, poverty, and unrest,
leading to social, economic, and environmental collapse.

Success in this global endeavor will require a great reduction in violence
and war. Resources now devoted to the preparation and conduct of
war-amounting to over $1 trillion annually-will be badly needed in
the new tasks and should be diverted to the new challenges.

A new ethic is required-a new attitude towards discharging our
rsponsibility for caring for ourselves and for the earth. We must recog-
nze the earth's limited capacity to provide for us. We must recognize
its fragility. We must no longer allow it to be ravaged. This ethic must
motivate a great movement, convincing reluctant leaders and reluctant
governments and reluctant peoples themselves to effect the needed
changes.

The scientists issuing this warning hope that our message will reach and
affect people everywhere. We need the help of many.

We require the help of 1he world community of scientists-natural,
social, economic, political;
We require the help of the world's business and industrial leaders;
We require the help of the world's religious leaders; and
We require the help of the world's peoples.
We call on all to Foin us in this task.

SPONSORED BY THE UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, TWO BRATTLE SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02238.9105



Nuclear Energy Information Service
"Illinois' Nuclear Power Watchdog for 23 years"

Box 1637, Evanston, IL 60204 office: 845 Chicago Avenue, #207, Evanston, IL 60202
(847)869-7650; -7658 fax . www.neis.org neisineis.org

INITIAL STATEMENT FOR THE NRC'S HEARING
REGARDING THE EARLY SITE PERMIT FOR THE CLINTON NPS

APRIL 19, 2005

David A. Kraft, Director

These remarks are those of David A. Kraft, Director of NEIS. I thank you for the opportunity to present these
remarks tonight, and regret that I am not able to present them in person. Additional formal comments will be
provided before the May deadline. With the paucity of time allotted I wish to confine my remarks to the issue
of "quality assurance" (QA).

In life it is extremely important to be able to distinguish between what is "sufficient," and what is "necessary."
For example, we view as "necessary" our participation in this (and future) NRC proceedings about Clinton to
preserve our standing in the process. Yet, we must also point out how utterly "insufficient" these hearings are,
especially in the context getting out of the box of NRC and nuclear industry mindset, inadequate and illusory
regulations, and outright self-fulfilling prophecies. These proceedings simply fail to deal openly and
"sufficiently" with issues that the public - not just some distant, generic bureaucrat -- views as important.

The inadequacy of these proceedings on the matters before us ties directly to the issue of "QA." QA is not
merely the presence of standards that are both necessary and sufficient to protect the public and the
environment. QA also requires the active presence of credible regulators - agents willing to regulate
assertively in the public's behalf. In this sense, the well-documented, historic record of NRC's catering to
every conceivable whim of the nuclear industry leaves this process without a credible agent; and by extension
QA deficient. The safety issues and quality of this process simply can't be assured, given this lack of
credibility.

It strains both credulity and patience to believe that this process can be conducted to a fair conclusion, based on
the facts and inputs provided in meetings like this, when presided over by an agency with a documented
history of:

* Systematically re-writing its public participation process in ways that continuously weaken or make
irrelevant public participation in events like this meeting tonight;

* Ignoring or persecuting whistle-blowers - and members of its own staff with differing professional
opinions -- on issues of safety and security, such as resident inspectors at Illinois reactors in the 1980s and
in Connecticut in the 1990's, and security experts shortly before and after the 9-11 attacks;

* Ignoring for nearly ten years prior to 9-11 the constant warnings and pleas to improve reactor security from
public NGO's like the Nuclear Control Institute and Committee to Bridge the Gap, whose warnings were
amply validated on 9/1 1/01; yet, almost up to that fateful date, promulgating plans to permit the nuclear
industry to de facto regulate itself on security issues, in spite of an operational history of failure;

* Pretending to promote balance between the public's right to know and participate in decisions on the one
hand, and "security concerns" on the other; yet for the first 30 days after 9-11 doing absolutely nothing to
restrict the flow of information on the NRC website, then shutting the whole site down under the guise of
"security" just before critical votes in Congress on nuclear issues took place which required access to
critical information on the website;



* "cherry-picking" the factual information provided on reactor safety and security issues, and dismissing
what doesn't fit (or worse, outright embarrasses) the prevailing Agency mindset, just as the U.S.
Department of Energy has done and continues to do at Yucca Mt., Nevada;

* Violating even its own questionably adequate regulations by approving construction permits for radioactive
waste canisters BEFORE approving the actual designs for those canisters; in two cases this resulted in
accidents which members of the public warned against, but which NRC dismissed as "unlikely";

* Continuing to insist that 9-1 l-like attacks on reactors and spent fuel pools using commercial jetliners are
"unrealistic scenarios;" while interrogations of captured al Qaeda operatives have confirmed that reactors
were - and presumably are -- indeed considered targets for such attacks; and while professionals at the
National Academy of Sciences state an attack would be "certainly no more difficult than the Sept. 11 attacks."

The list could go on for pages, but we believe the inescapable point has been made - that with this documented
track record, NRC is in no position to make "quality assurance" statements about the validity or reliability in
this, or any other matter regarding nuclear power, waste or safety.

NRC may retain the legal authority to do so; but it has long-ago forfeited its credibility. It can go through the
motions of "following its regulatory mandate" by conducting hearings like this one tonight; but this will not
add one iota of legitimacy to either the process or the information promulgated. Its actions belie any claim to
legitimate authority. Such authority must be based on the cherished American principles of informed consent
and democratic process; the NRC's actions have eviscerated both, largely to the benefit of the nuclear industry.

So, because it is "necessary" to preserve our standing, NEIS chooses too participate in these hearings run by an
agency which has lost any legitimate claim to be believed. While many individuals at NRC - some even in
this room - have attempted to do their jobs with the highest standards of operation and integrity in mind, the
overall Agency mindset and agenda will thwart such attempts at excellence every time.

You come to our homestate of Illinois tonight to preside over a process that will ultimately have real
consequences for real people; we do not view it as another dry "statistical run;" we are not "data;" we're not
interested in satisfying irrelevant or inadequate regulatory requirements. We're here to address the bottom line
as it will affect us. We understand that the consequences debated in this room in certain terrible situations vt ht,
could have survival implications for us all. Understand that from now on, we will respond to this process9:iz4%2

1114, manner commensurate with its effects on the survival and well being of our people and our communities. 4tf

Again regretting my absence tonight, and in the spirit under which NRC operates, if there are any questions, or
more detailed discussion about these remarks, please feel free to submit these in writing to NEIS for response
by e-mail, prior to the May deadline for comments in this proceeding.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. Look forward to additional written comments from us.
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RADIATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH PROJECT
The Baby Teeth Study;- ."'Tooth Fairy;Project"

PO Box 60 UnionWileNY 10988,
Visitus on-line at 1  radia.tin.org

The'.Radiation and Public Health Project's.(RPHP) BabyTeethStudy is'th6 first.
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THE RADIATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH PROJECT: A NONPROFIrT EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH ORGANIZAT7ON
"Every tooth is a clue"-Alec Baldwin

What Is Striohtium 90 (Sr'-90)? " . : . '

The'Baby Teeth Study 'measures levels 'of radioactive Strontium-90 (Sr-90), a deadly ssubstance

produyced only 'atomic bombs' and nuclearte'actors; that is in the baby teeth at the time of birth.
Sr-90 is chemically similar to calcium. The body gets fooled and deposits Sr-90 in the bones and teeth

where it remains. .

Are Tiny. Amounts Of Sr-90 Dangerous To Human Health? . .. ..

Our initial r'serch found that, S 90r inby t'eihcsd 'slight rchiadhd

increase. Keep 'in 'inid that elev'ated lev'els 6f SR-90'area'in'iadicationof 'past expossure to other.'

. shorter-lived ijadiohniclidesas :well as to SR-90 Wwe test 'for:SR90 because' ith'a a30- :half-life:
and h he body. SR-90 isideed harfu, but oire the othe' radioactive'elements that
have long-since disappeared due to radioactive decay andoio have beenjdeposited in other body organs.'
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: . Union were routinelytesting nuclear weapqnsii he'atnosphere OurIresults have been published in
three pee'r-revieed scierntific jou-r'als. "; .4, * K ;:-w -. ' :

: . : : . ; :Z...-.

Can The Sr-90 In Baby Teeth Be Fromn Pat Atonc Bomb Tests . ', , e. . A _ - :,-
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Radiation and Public Health Project
The Radiation and Public Health Project is measuring radioactivity (Strontium 90) in baby teeth.
Please fill out this form. You may not have all the information requested. Supply us with the
infonnation you have and don't worry about the information you can't recall. It is VERY
IMPORTANT that you enter the child's "Birth Date' and 'Residence when mother was pregnant'
(see bold type below). Send the teeth to the address on the front of the envelope. Thank you.

Mother's name:

Phone:

Addre:

First Last

:__E-mail:
Area Code Phone Number

SS:
Street

City State County Zip

Child's name:
First Last

VERY IMPORTANT Birth date: month day year
Birthweight: Pounds Ounces. Sex: Male Female
VERY IMPORTANT Residence when mother was pregnanL-

City State County Zip

Residence when child was born:

City State County Zip

Residence during first year of life:

i

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

i
ii
I
I

city State County Zip

Mother's date of birth:
Mother's place of birth (and zip code, If known):

Water source during pregnancy (well, municipal, bottled, other):
Does your child have a long-term health problem? yes _ no
If yes, please identify. (all answers kept confidential)

How to send the teeth
* If not already clean, wash the teeth and let them dry.
*Wrap each tooth in tissue paper or something similar.
* Place teeth in this envelope, fold, seal, stamp and mail to RPHP

Important: Please include the tooth or teeth of only one child per envelope.
Use separate envelopes for the tooth or teeth of each child.

For more envelopes call toll-free 1 800 582-3716
or go to website: www.radiation.org



Comments on the Exelon ESP Site Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Public Meeting - April 19, 2005

Provide written comments below during the April 19, 2005 public meeting and they will be
entered into the transcript for the meeting. The comments will be treated as if the individual
actually spoke at the meeting.

Name: VerN LtopIct

Comment:
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GOALS Sign-Up Form

AAEA's main goals are to deliver environ-

mental Information and services directly Into

communities. We work'to clean up neighbor-

hoods by Implementing toxics education, en-

ergy, water and clean air programs. MEA

Includes an African American point of view in

environmental policy decision-making. We

resolve environmental racism and Injustice

issues through the application of practical

environmental solutions. AAEA Is one of the

nation's oldest African American-led environ-

mental organizations.
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The African American Environmentalist

Association, founded In 1985, Is an environ-

mental organization dedicated to protecting

the environment, enhancing the human,

animal and plant ecologies, promoting the

efficient use of natural resources and In-

creasing African American participation In

the environmental movement.

We welcome all races Interested In working

for Improvements In the African American

community. The African American community

Is as American as apple pie.
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Environmental Risks for the Proposed Exelon Nuclear Power Plant at Clinton, Illinois
Roy C. Treadway

Normal, Illinois

Statement on the Draft Report of Comment: Environmental Impact Statement for an Early Site Permit
(ESP) at the Exelon ESP Site

NUREG-1815
Clinton, Illinois
2005 April 19

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Draft Report for the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the proposed second Clinton nuclear plant is excruciatingly detailed. It invites
response. I am Dr. Roy C. Treadway, Professor Emeritus at Illinois State University, a demographer
and statistician by training and experience. As a professor at Illinois State University, I made some of
the population projections for Illinois used in the EIS document. I am involved with Illinois and national
Quaker environmental organizations concerned about the future of the earth.

Because of my interest in population, I first reviewed the section on "Affected Environment" and
particularly focused on Section 2.8 on "Socioeconomics" (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2005,
2-38 to 2-61). The basic population projections use the State of Illinois projections based on 1990
populations, which my team produced, with corrections to the 2000 Census. Understandably, these old
projections were used because new ones from the 2000 Census were not available when the report was
prepared. Preliminary projections from the 2000 census show somewhat different trends in several
counties from those used in this report. Exelon has taken the 1990 projections and extrapolated
population trends by a ratio method for 2030, 2040, 2050, and 2060; this method does tiol capture the
dynamics of population growth. Since the projected populations are presented in the report by zones
from the Clinton site, they cannot be checked for reasonableness for a county or township (U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 2005, 5-39). What the purpose of making projections to 2060, something only
the naive would do, is unclear. They are not used to justify demand for electricity in the area surround-
ing the plant, nor do they consider any impact of additional labor force (which is small) at the proposed
plant on the projected future population in the area. I hope the rest of the report on something which is
very important - the risks to the human population from radioactivity from the plant - is much more
carefully and accurately done.

In great detail, the rest of the report examines some of the environmental consequences of
building a second nuclear power plant at Clinton. With technical over-precision, it minimizes the risks
of a second plant due to radioactive exposure to construction workers, the public, regular workers, and
persons living along routes where the waste might travel. If one believes what one reads, all those risks
are SMALL. Even risks to normal accidents and severe accidents are expected to be small. For
instance, we are told that "the probability of a severe accident without the loss of containment ... is
estimated to be [.000000134] per reactor year..." (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2005, 5-67).
The report also admits that "radiation[-]protection experts conservatively assume that anzy [italics
added] amount of radiation may pose some risk of causing cancer or a severe hereditary effect and that
the risk is greater for higher radiation exposures" (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2005, 5-55).

Nothing is to be worried about, according to the report. What the NRC is doing, while admitting
risks exist from nuclear power, is to claim those risks are so small that they can be ignored and rejected.



Certainly in everything we do, there are trade offs between risks. This is clear in medicine where we
have to chose between the risks of the medicine harming us and the risks of not benefitting from the
medicine if we do not use it. In statistics, these errors are called type I and type 1I errors (Blalock,
1979, 110-112). If nuclear energy really harms people (as the NRC admits), in this report the NRC
takes a huge risk (and makes a type II error). The consequences to humans of this error can be
catastrophic, as Chernobyl showed. Those of us who oppose nuclear power could be making another
error in thinking that nuclear power is not safe (a type I error). For us, however, the consequences of
making a mistake to build a nuclear power plant is far greater than of not building one. The fact that a
nuclear power plant can raise the risk of cancers and cause other health effects in people means that this
site near Clinton is environmentally unsafe.

Another unwarranted assumption of this report is that the radioactive waste will be successfully
moved to a geologically secure site someplace else, such as the proposed Yucca Mountain repository in
Nevada. This is very unlikely. The Yucca Mountain site is subject to earthquakes and water leakage, is
tied up in the courts, and is opposed by the state of Nevada; the data used to justify the site may have
been falsified by scientists. Even if it is eventually approved, it is likely to be full of radioactive waste
long before the second Clinton plant is operational. Nothing in this report addresses what might happen
if the Yucca Mountain repository or an alternative similar site for radioactive waste is not available; this
is a serious oversight. The nuclear waste from the second Clinton plant may well have to stay on the
Clinton site, perhaps in dry casks. I don't know how safe dry casks are on a year by year basis, but even
if the risks are small, they are cumulative over time, year by year. I am absolutely certain that they will
crumble, leak, and disintegrate within in the hundreds of thousands years that the highly concentrated
radioactive waste containing plutonium-239 and other radioactive elements are deadly to humans, that
is, to our descendants.

This proposed site will have disastrous long-term environmental impacts. This report should be
rejected. Besides conservation, safe and clean alternatives exist to generating needed electricity - such
as wind - that should be considered for the Clinton site and this entire area.

References
Blalock, Hubert, Jr. 1979. Social Statistics: Revised Second Edition. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear ReactorRegulation. 2005. Environmental

Statementfor an Early Site Permit (ESP) at the Exelon ESP Site: Draft Reportfor Comment.
Washington, DC: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Roy. C. Treadway, 712 N. School St., Normal, Illinois 61761-1621
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Toward the T\Iext
G einerati On of NuIclear Plants

The nuclear energy industry and the

federal government are collaborating to

realize the benefits of new, advanced-design

nuclear plants.
Building a new nuclear plant in today's

competitive electricity marketplace is a

major commitment. Most of today's

nuclear plants were built in the 1970s

and early 1980s. At that time, as regulated
businesses, electric companies were assured
they would recover investments in new

power plants through consumer electric

rates. Financing new plants at that time

was relatively straightforward.

Today's electricity marketplace is

radically different. Many companies are

operating in a competitive market with no
assurance of capital recovery. Also, many of

the nuclear plants operating today

experienced delays in construction and

commercial operation under the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's former licensing

process, which increased their costs

New NRC Licensing Process

a:,,The combined construction and operating license
:. (COL permits the construction and operation of a
'-sp'ecifIItnu'cleaf reactor design at a'giveh site '

provided specific acceptance criteria are met.-'

The federal licensing process provides early

public input and resolution of safety issues

before plant construction begins.

dramatically and eroded investor confidence.

Over the last 12 years, the industry and

the government have taken steps to improve

the regulatory process, construction

techniques and plant operating efficiencies.

And with the growing importance of the

clean-air benefits of nuclear energy, and low

and stable operating costs, new nuclear

plants are a national necessity once again.

What must America do to ensure that we

have enough clean electricity in the future?

The answer lies in a proven approach toward

developing new energy technologies:

government/industry partnership.

The U.S. government has traditionally

provided limited financial assistance for

projects vital to the country's infrastructure.

This approach has worked to bolster the
country's transportation, rural electrification,

telecommunications, land and water
projects. Lawmakers have also applied it
to promote merchant marine modernization

and to help the airline industry survive the

economic downturn following the terrorist

attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

In fact, government partnering during the
early days of nuclear power in the 1950s
played an important role in demonstrating

that nuclear energy could be commercially

viable.
U.S. lawmakers have demonstrated a

strong commitment to support new nuclear

plant development. They have appropriated
initial funds to share costs to demonstrate

an eptirely revamped federal process for

licensing new nuclear plants. They also have

signaled their support for continued funding

of these efforts into the future.

U.S. Electricity Production Costs
(in 2003 cents per kilowatt-hour)12.0

1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003
Source: Federal EnemW Regultoqy commifssi UCo

Electricity generated from nuclear plants is the most reliable, affordable baseload electricity
source. And unlike other fuel sources, such as natural gas, nuclear energy is rot subject to
drama tic swings in fuel prices.
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H ow important is the clean-air value of America's nuclear power
IIplants? In 2003, U.S. nuclear power plants prevented the emission

of about 3.4 million tons of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and about 1.2 million
tons of nitrogen oxide (NOx). Sulfur dioxide contributes to acid rain.
Nitrogen oxide turns into ozone, which combines with other organic

compounds in the air to create urban smog.

To put these numbers in perspective, the requirements imposed by

the Clean Air Act reduced S02 emissions from the electric power sector
between 1990 and 2001 by about 5 million tons and NOx emissions by
about 2 million tons.

The NOx emissions prevented by U.S. nuclear power plants are
equivalent to those from six of 10 cars on the road today.

The carbon emissions prevented by U.S. nuclear power plants are

equivalent to the carbon emissions from approximately 130 million
passenger cars, 96 percent of the U.S. total. Without nuclear energy,
U.S. electric sector emissions of carbon would be approximately

30 percent higher.
New nuclear plants, based on advanced technology, hold

additional promise besides low-cost, emission-free electricity

production. They also are well-suited for producing hydrogen, a

fuel widely recognized for its potential in reducing our dependency

on oil in the transportation sector. Nuclear plants can produce

commercial quantities of hydrogen economically, without emitting
greenhouse gases. a

To meet this national need for clean electricity, the nuclear

industry is developing advanced nuclear reactor designs and

doing other preparatory work necessary to bring new

nuclear plants to market.
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The Business of Building
New Nuclear Plants

I .'•-'..�t.';'-

The Energy Department is providing
$5 million to support all three early site

permit applications.
In 2004, the industry took steps toward

testing the NRC's combined construction

and operating license (COL) process. Assisted

by the Energy Department, 16 energy

companies, engineering design firms,
architect/engineers, construction firms and
equipment manufacturers have formed three

consortia to demonstrate this part of the

licensing process.
A team of companies led by Dominion

Generation is demonstrating the COL process

for a new reactor at the North Anna plant,

focusing on General Electric's Economic
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor design.

7he Westinghouse AP 1000 design is one of four advanced reactor designs approved by the
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The nuclear energy industry is taking

steps today so that companies will be
ready to order a new nuclear plant when
market conditions justify construction of

large power plants. These steps include

demonstration of the new licensing
process. The second part involves creating
the business conditions so that companies

can make billion-dollar investments in new
plants.

Four new reactor designs have been

approved by the NRC, including the General

Electric Advanced Boiling Water Reactor, the

Westinghouse AP600 and AP1000 reactors,
and the WestinghouselCombustion

Engineering System 80+.

* Preliminary NRC reviews of other new

designs are also proceeding. The Energy

Department is funding research and

development on other innovative reactor
designs that could be used for a variety of
industrial applications-including electricity

production, hydrogen production and water

desalinization.

Demonstrating the Licensing Process.

Three companies have applied for early site
permits, which will allow them to 'bank'

an approved site for use when they make a

decision to build new plants. All three

companies are applying for these permits at
three existing sites: Dominion Generation's

North Anna plant in Virginia, Exelon

Gene-ration's Clinton plant in Illinois, and -

Entergy Operations' Grand Gulf plant in

Mississippi.

By 2020, the U.S. will need
an estimated 40 percent more
energy. Nuclear power mitn be
part of the mix.

.-The Chicago Tribune
Oct. 10, 2004 . "

The Tennessee Valley Authority is leading a
consortia to conduct a feasibility study at the
company's Bellefonte site, where work

stopped on two reactors in 1988 and 1995.

The TVA consortium is evaluating the
General Electric Advanced Boiling Water

Reactor.

An 11-company consortium called NuStart
Energy Development LLC also is considering

the General Electric Economic Simplified

Boiling Water Reactor and the Westinghouse

Advanced Passive 1000 as the reactor designs
for its project.

A -..



Creating the bNecessary
investment Climate

C onstruction of large power plants in theC United States is a major, capital-
intensive endeavor requiring long lead times.

Some members of the financial community
assign such projects a high level of risk.

This is because construction of some nuclear

plants now operating caused severe financial

impact on the companies that built them-in

part owing to project management

approaches applied, and in part owing to

an unstable, unpredictable regulatory and
licensing process. The industry and the federal

government are working together to address

the perceived risks associated with nuclear

plant construction.

This program is a sustained, multi-year

undertaking and should include two major

components:

U Continued funding of the Department of

Energy's Nuclear Power 2010 program. This

program, cost-shared between industry and

the federal government, would validate the

New Nuclear Power Plants-Clearly Competitive
Nuclear Conventional Coal Gas

No policy 'Jassitance $47-$71 per MWh ,$33-$4i Me 3

Engineering costs :
(3 plants); no policy $31-$46 per MWh - $33-$41 per MWh . . $35;$45 per MWh
assistance --

Limited production ,7; *_ T
and investment tax -$25-$45 per MWh tS33 $41 Per MWh ' W ;
credit for nuclear -

Source: University of Chkago sWay: MWh-megawatt-hour

Note: Under a greenhouse gas reduction policy, the capital cost of new fossil-fuel plants would
increase significantly, according to the University of Chicago study. Coal-fired plants would cost

$83 to $91 per megawatt-hour (MWh) and gas-fired plants would cost $58 to $68 per MWh.

new NRC licensing process and establish*

a well-defined, predictable and stable
process; support detailed design and
engineering on advanced reactor designs

to provide cost and schedule certainty; and

demonstrate the early site permit and

COL processes.

* Legislative authority for the financial

incentives, policy initiatives and protection

against regulatory risks necessary to secure

financing for the first few new nuclear
plants.

For the first few new nuclear plants, the

industry remains concerned about possible

regulatory and licensing delays. Therefore,
companies considering construction of new

nuclear plants are seeking some form of
protection against federal licensing delays.
Possible mechanisms to contain this risk

include federal loan guarantees, direct loans,

lines of credit or insurance to secure

construction financing for the first few

plants.
New nuclear plants will provide Americans

with low-cost, safe and reliable electricity

and prevent air emissions and greenhouse

gases. In addition, new nuclear plants would

create thousands of skilled, high-tech jobs-

to design and build the plants, manufacture

the equipment and fuel, and operate the
plants when built.
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The simulated fuel pellet on this card is made to look like auaimfe eltUaimfe
nuclear reactors undergo nuclear fission to provide heat (energy) that turns

water to steam. Steam turbines power generators, which produce electricity.

Uraniumn pellets are sealed in special metal tubes (fuel rods). The fuel rods are

bundled together into a fuel assembly. After a few years In a reactor, the

uranium becomes less efficient for producing heat to generate electricity, 4^

Ad~s the entire spent fuel assembly is taken out of the reactor. When the A

Fuel spent fuel assembly Is removed, It Is very radioactive. '

The current plan is to seal the spent fuel assemblies in carefully designed,

durable containers (waste packages). The waste packages would be ; i

>_Fue.... lR.o-d placed in a mondtored geologic repository underground to minimize any g^ i

-; Spentnuclear fuel would be transported from reactor sites to,

3_hethe repository Inspecially designed and rigomously testedX

shppn casks
X -* eX ; I; * ,'

.. . ...
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1,-ABy Matt Reeder -

Central 1llinois Is th ene f h igh ivr building the
first new American nuea ratrndeds.Since the accident

-at Three Mile Island In Pennsyhrania in 1979 and the partial
meltdown at Cternobyl In Russia In 1986. public opinion in the'
:United States has been soundly against the expansion or even,
'the use of nuclear power. Yet, despite public opposition; the
Bush Administration has been firmly i n the camp ofthe nuclear
'eergy, pronmising that a return to the days of reliance on nuclear

powrr! w pill help the Amnerican people reduce our reliance on'
"a *.- '-~'~ *. - . freign oil. Te construction ofnewnuclear reactorsand plants

a, hras been ;rdered apart ofslich aneffortand one ofthese -,new reactors Is In your backyard -approxbnstely 25 milkisouth-
-of Bloomingtotn-Normnal. In the town of Clinton. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). the federal body that Oversees
the construction and operation of the nation's nuclear power

. ~ ~ sttions.as holding afinal public hearing on 'Ibeday. April19. to
bear arguimentsIn support of andin opposition tothe construc-
tiont of a new reactor at the Clinton Power Station. The time Is

I~ L144Cnow toastand up and be heard. .
"itt1Thle alinton Nuclear Pl'nt: An[ F. Failue.
-.Originailycmmissonedinthe19lsadmonst'r'ucted ove

I ~ ~ a:p n ornearlyten yearsthe firstreactorat the ainton plantwent
online in 1986, the sameyear as'the near-meltdown at Chernobyl.
Intended to house two reactors, only one was constu-cted. On'.

retplanswould addasecond rectorif Exelon Corporationthe,
,plant's owerh sgrantedan early sitepermit to constrct another,
."ector~rheApril19 hearingbspartofthe proucssofotainingar

7,permit. Howeer, withonlyonereactoronline, the ainton power
sttionhbas a history or safety~ problesns and economic woes. in

September 1996. only ten years after going online. tie Clinton
plant wa shtdown aftera malfujnctioning recirculating pump

.- clos1 tfakeda7 7.000 gallans of radioacti~vewaterleaked throughout the.

ovr two yearsduring which daneits then4ower ilinois Powrr
forced to payS5130,000l n finesWhen the platntreopened in 1998.1

* ~~.,Ithaita new owner-dae Exelon Corporation. Sliurtlyaft~erthe plant
o-et back online.-the state of Illinois agreed witsseveral power

companiesso devalue anumber ofsiting Illinois nuclear facill-'
A.tines. alinton Included. Aplant.that cost $. il, nt construct

". . antJ . hadahsoyfa yrbemadabeh ora-
't- mnoney since Its inception. producing what the iCagai7hbtmr

::stated was 'the priciest electricity In the Phlidwest', however. ve
gvnsuch prublems, such a low price Is shocking. The devalua

:'indevastated the Clintoin econottyravaginglbudgetsc fofkcal
scooithe police and fire departments, as well as the d of
CUinton an alo eitt County. It may setns surprising e~to learn that.despite the history ofsafety problemsat the plm

-~the risk of a terrorist attack~an drte irsersceffects of the devalti-
ation on Clinton Intefthat much of the town is firmly behind

a t.' ExNelon In Insdrive to constructa second reactor.This can onalybe

.IFAD 'ND R: -.. -: FiuaOF NI AR continuied on page 8

ea Gsr Ui ina i iuibi-4. .r is
*-By~eoiTOwer '8- ' ... . . . ..... ,: . - . ''..'''. . powser plant wur eldom menottnne atschool, despite~ Its'.. . ... . .................. _ _ _ _ _ s

- ioso t of smy life lIlved abouta* e away from the -dangerous proxlmity and the fact tht lt consisenty held ' *
Zio nulea sttio Mychldhod tor isnotuniue oneoftheworstsaretyreccrdsln the nation..
- tns f mllitisf mercan lie I coseproimiy t Tem sincu ifonstation that Irememberharnaut..

nucla reactors acriasa the country Eigtpreto the ie nuclear plant was in sixth grade when my tahra
' S ; popudlt lives ithrin 50 mIles of the indin Point lecturing us about the Importance of social studies. In hii

nuclear station near New York City. and that I jut one lectuire he mentioned that the Zion nuclear poser plant
nuclear pLurt out of 103 that are still opera -llins - a potential terorist target. since you can stand on the"'
renidents In particular are likety to live near a nuclear beach near the reactor on a clearday and see the Chicago. ...- a
reactor since we have the most of anystate .- ; -- skyline out over Lake Michigan. This was actually a very a.

Growingup Iddn'tthinksmuchofttenuclearpower :strtling surprise for my classmates and me- suddeny ' a
- pant- it wasjust an Interesting and mystenous part othe "social studies had taken on a completely new sneasing -

':bacground cenery of my neighborboodInZion Occa- '5
s'onally when sometliung went wrong atthepowerplnt ci ' -J ! '. i -

' -the roaring sound ofhort stearmbeingr e ..aedfonmhe T

, gl~~n -c*limorgrealistcth b *j .=; it,
building could be heard throuigh the wod% rn dsrcrrsosnacnoeelsisrata~

die laesidemarsh10 years ago. Based on my experiences In elementary.'
telaestide marshf.lretr colhaote aschool lwouldsaythatourschon swerenotverwellpre-

;e- from kitderpmt, throogh sixth greny evaruation. At -ast Elementary,*we had the usial ire and tornado drills - once we evenloae bu iefomSencerpat he nuclear had an earthquake drill -butwe never had any evcuation

GRCN UP IN NL'CLAR II.I.M~is 66tnielo

0 ~1-3 65 -. ht//inc4p n su2
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I . . t. Pisis Ini acup before you Jonzthe Mathl amlhs ' to demand formal recognition~oesgametaelegislators want to send to hldh for ler oranization and Its

-,.. colauet ithrootisidillluosoulaw t require brm.,n nd lesbuianin
;.,,,.,,,,, ie ay Bergman decided to ceate Engagement Month hyde- 1 _ -p In e rlae ties to take drug h 0 cours me ev

tnt nouncing t re Studst iental Action Coalition s campaign against . 1`b tin T p canelin ' -, g But tha t doesnaet inhtudes

him.Berg-an declared.They are so far to th dlte mak lae aimda.', Cs Uutimight be taking performance-enhancing too~ u htdeotadd'-i.: . okB imkGrRonildyteadge Astu~tri~Ftondiattht. =frl nR6,d 1n9 Ofcudrtugsaent ngblr'tt tthe only poinItob .. sdan

. . sn .aFordatofwosomostnfamous orhe a brseie .niversiandrigievieforherrstia Stte legislators cinV
ar: .gaindrstianmrriedmediamogulTedlbrner.atdrecentyspologized, tiik, dom part * t nss, an or subsidies trom the gay I

* ,. '. -forliercrime of aughing in NorthVictnam.) B Igmans re ppointment tu . .ho h gay
Tt A' thelSUBoardofusteat Is beinghildupuntllhiompanydealswothits cmeupwith dopey s. . . - arudp.ts they ban from their

enviromental fines.You can sign aperition to call for rea ing thepollute .
from theBoardathttp'lseacpabn.org., ... 's ; ' ~ ' i + ,_ ,-,4 . ,.

.. ' '* . - , r *- _ :,Nowrthatwhite recadstMatHalelsmovingbak toocentrall lino toservea
-; , "r. -*;* rtermforolidtngmurder.weattheindwoualdhketoprofu spologize

b_;j~ .$: .- ;>- . . . :'r . . .. .; tl Nm for suggestingthathemighthaweinspiredtheLeikow mudeurwhent-
*-7 ,,'. **-.-. . -rallyjustrandomilunatic.We'reverysorryMatt. We'resorrythat oure.

Th- election T tinimaybeo enrbuttha srte'rfllryt htiimnal erme sorry tha t y :,o irpdred a rsdst a rinn murde ad wet sorryyour
can't over the fact that people an college- Ed t . s h.t - -- l -rou.
criticize George W. Buh. Republican activist d Hor itzis.,
: * threteniing to sue colleges that aowed Michael Moore to spa j , , -

aoncampus, aimingthatbyinvitapolta serroam s, AessrmensSeaOu' -- ' '
they vIolated rules for non-profit institutions.t -or mtt w .

the only one try to ban Moore. Filmmaker Steven Greenaret iimana' on ' w t an
will be at ISU on FrL April 15 at 7pm in Stevenson 101 for a free npridt to stand up publily*
showingof his documentryabout thecontroverayover M.oore's a pingai trusteeD and it ows, that Bowman Isn't afraid to speak his mind. Or it could just indicate
visit to*ntahtollegeLast ilL*i; - tha t Bowman hink Bergman n'tbeoneofhisbossaonthehoard forerymuch onger.
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GENDER THEORIST D PUBLISHED THOR

. pm , .D'.
.. ;peaking on Gender Issues in Toeday's Societjy

2. 1- ,Wednesda, April, 13th .

'14. I' Dborsopenat41pm
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WHAT IS THE
AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY?

The American Nuclear Society is a professional
organization devoted to advancing science and engineering
related to the atomic nucleus. The Society's membership of
more than 10,500 professionals represents all sectors of the
global economy, including individuals in government,
academia, research laboratories, and private industry.

A not-for-profit scientific and educational organization,
ANS integrates many disciplines as its members explore
nuclear applications in agriculture, aerospace, energy,
industry, and medicine.

The American Nuclear Society, founded in 1954,
upholds its mission to 'serve its members in their efforts to
develop and safely apply nuclearscience and technology for
public benefit through knowledge -exchange, professional
development, and enhanced public understanding."
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Will we have enough energy?

UV4ill we have enough energy?" is not the only question
we need to ask. Increasingly, energy supply issues must
address economic, environmental and political aspects of
electricity generation. Nuclear power is.a vital part of the
energy supply for more and more people around the world.
It is receiving increased public attention as an option
because energy consumption continues to grow and future
generations will need new energy solutions.

With the goal of increasing public understanding of
nuclear science and technology, professionally qualified
members of the American Nuclear Society have prepared
this information. The "Nuclear Energy Facts" series is
published by ANS as a public service. Each booklet
answers some of the most-asked questions about nuclear
energy and its beneficial uses. Topics are addressed briefly
but as factually as possible in a short format. Lists of
references and texts for further reading are included in the
back for readers interested in learning more.
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How important is it to have more energy and more
electricity?

Access to adequate supplies of energy is very
important. Human labor is one substitute for energy, but it is
a very inefficient one. Our ancestors learned to use the
energy of animals to ease their burdens. They became
skilled at using the energy of wind, water, and fire before
developing the sources we have today to produce electricity:
wood, fossil and nuclear fuels, falling water, wind, and the
sun.

We already enjoy the benefits of a society that needs
and uses a great deal of energy. However, many countries
in the world still use human and animal labor to do work. To
raise their standards of living they need high quality energy
sources, like electricity, which can be powered by uranium,
fossil fuels, hydropower, or other sources.

Nuclet Energy aeratet"Wcy A
Basics

How is electricity measured?

In general, energy (E) is equivalent to power (P)
multiplied by time (t). Electricity is measured in watt-hours
(Wh). A watt-hour is a unit of energy that equals one watt of
power supplied over one hour of time. -

One megawatt-hour is 1,000-kilowatt hours (kWh) or
one million watt hours. A megawatt of electric generatin
capacity is enough to power 800 typical American homes;

Electricity is measured in watt-hours whether it is
produced from nuclear, solar, wind, gas, oil, or coal. For
sources such as gas, oil, or coal, other measurements are
also used to indicate the potential energy that is liberated
when the fuel is burned. Energy resulting from the
combustion of fossil fuels may also be expressed in joules or
in British thermal units (Btu).

I
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Do we need nuclear power to generate electricity?

Yes, we need nuclear power to generate electricity for
many reasons.

Clean enemry: Of all the large-scale ways to generate
electricity, nuclear is the cleanest. The operation of nuclear
power plants does not involve combustion and causes
negligible air and water pollution. From the mining of the
uranium ore to final waste disposal, nuclear power has little
environmental impact2, with insignificant greenhouse gas
(carbon dioxide/CO2) emissions.3

Concentrated: One uranium fuel pellet-the size of the
tip of your little finger-is the equivalent of 17,000 cubic feet
of natural gas, 1,780 pounds of coal, or 149 gallons of oil.4

Since the energy released from splitting the uranium atom is
greater than- the energy released from combustion, the
amounts- of land, materials, and fuel used, and wastes
produced, are smaller than the amounts for fossil fuels.

Sustainable: Using nuclear power gives us a greater
diversity of fuel sources and reduces our dependence on
foreign sources of energy. Our dependence on coal, oil, and
gas to make electricity limits their use for other purposes.
Uranium, though, has few uses other than as a fuel source,
and its supply is plentiful.

4
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Basics

Which energy sources should we rely on?

We need all types of energy sources. The amount of
electricity provided by each source for our "energy mix"
depends on the availability, cost, and convenience of each
energy source. Currently, nuclear power provides 20
percent of the electricity in the United States.

Hydroelectric (or water) power: Many of the best
hydropower sites in the United States are operating at full
capacity on our rivers.

Solar and wind power These renewable resources
present diffuse energy sources. They are commonly used to
heat water and for space heating, displacing electricity for
better use.

Alternatives: Geothermal technology uses the natural
warmth of the earth to produce electricity. Biomass energy
production involves capturing and burning methane gas from
farms and landfills, or burning organic materials.

Nuclear and fossil fuels: Few technologies offer large-
scale production as eff6ctively as nuclear. For reliability, we
depend on nuclear power and coal to provide the base load
(the level below which electricity demand never drops) to
meet our energy needs. .

A diverse and balanced energy mix meets the large-
scale energy needs of an industrialized society.

I i
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Will conserving electricity reduce or postpone the need
for new power plants?

Energy conservation is important; however, better
energy management will not eliminate the need for new
plants entirely. The world population is growing and the
rapid increase in demand for electricity will require the
construction of more power plants.

Components of older plants. wear out, become
uneconomical, and need to be replaced. To avoid power
shortages, it is important that we start planning for power
plants that will be needed in the next decade. Factors such
as design, certification, and licensing add years to the
construction time of any new power plant. Advanced
modular designs may reduce the time required for new
construction to become operational.

As these advancements evolve and we put good
energy-management practices into use, increased efficiency
will temporarily reduce the need for new power plants.

I
Nuclear Energy" aEt ecbt

Economics of Nudear Power AfA

How does the cost of nuclear power compare with that
of other sources?

Today, nuclear power plants are so efficient that their
production costs are among the lowest of any energy
source. In 2002, the Nuclear Energy Institute reported that
the average electricity production cost for nuclear plants was
1.71 cents per kWh; for coal-fired power plants, 1.85 cents
per kWh; for natural gas, 4.06 cents; and for oil, 4.41 cents.

From the time that nuclear power plants went into
commercial operation, the electricity generated has saved
American consumers tens of billions of dollars by replacing
expensive imported oil and gas.5

6 7
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How do the environmental costs of nuclear power
compare to other energy sources?

The environmental costs of nuclear power are
considerably less than those of other energy sources
because nuclear is the only energy source used today that
collects and safely disposes of the waste byproducts
generated from energy production.

Nuclear power plants are required by a law to
completely isolate all their waste products from the
environment and they set aside money to do this. Proposed
limits on CO2 emissions would require either a reduction in
overall fossil fuel use or isolation of the resulting emissions
from the environment (a method of achieving this removal is
known as CO2 sequestration). Isolating and safely disposing
of waste byproducts, as nuclear power has always done,
would significantly increase costs for competing energy
sources.

NoU Fey am"W Eatcbay
Economics of Nuclear Power kA

What happens to the price of electricity when any
power plant is built?

The price of electricity depends on the type of power
plant built and the fuel used, as well as the costs of
construction, operation, and interest rates. This is true for
any new large-scale generating plant such as coal, natural
gas, or nuclear.

The costs, including interest and carrying charges the
utility has paid on the funds for construction, only go into the
rate base after the plant is operational. These costs may
equal the actual construction costs when the final fee is
determined. Delays in completion for any reason drive up
the costs, especially in times of high inflation.

The question of how a utility should be allowed to
recover its construction costs is controversial. Different
states and their regulatory agencies take different
approaches. Utilities and rate commissions try to ease the
price changes to consumers by slowly increasing rates after
the plant is completed.

Once a nuclear generating plant is operational and
included in the rate base, the cost of power is stable for
many decades since the price of uranium ore is a minor
portion (approximately 2-3 percent) of total plant costs.

8 9
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How are locations for nuclear plants selected?

As with any power plant, nuclear plants are located as
close as practical to people who use the power they
produce, while ensuring against any risks to large
populations. This is an economic choice to keep down
transmission, distribution, and delivery equipment costs.

Choosing a power plant site involves consideration-of
technical, economic, legal, environmental, and public opinion
factors. Studies are made of the ecology, water quality,
geology, meteorology, archaeology, and, if near an ocean,
oceanography. Topography, aesthetics, zoning, water
supply, and transportation also are considered.

Site selection is a lengthy process. It involves many
organizations including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
the Environmental Protection Agency, state agencies, local
government, and others. The public also participates in the
process through public hearings.

Nudear Ene#gy a-7Elcb-tCtCY
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What is "license renewal"?

To help utility companies plan for future electrical
generation, some existing nuclear power plants, after
extensive review, have been granted extended operating
licenses. License renewal is the process nuclear plant
operators and regulators use to ensure the continued safe
operation of plants.

In recent years, utility companies with reactors began
submitting special applications to extend the operating life of
the plant by 20 years (from 40 to 60 years). The applications
go through rigorous review and analysis by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to make sure that the power plant
components are maintained and inspected for safe, reliable
future operation.

All plant components are replaced as riecessary to
maintain full safety and operability. Extending the life of
power reactors significantly reduces the long-term cost of
electricity to the consumer.

I
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How is the public protected from personal injury or
property loss that might result from a nuclear accident?

The public is protected by insurance carried and paid for
by the owners of nuclear power plants as required by the
Price-Anderson Act, passed by the U.S. Congress. This Act
makes it unnecessary for a member of the public to provide
his or her own coverage.

This no-fault insurance covers any nuclear accident that
happens at a nuclear generating plant, or because of the
transportation or storage of the plant's nuclear fuel or waste.
With no-fault insurance, claimants do not have to go through

courts and lawsuits trying to prove who is at fault before
getting a claim settled.

This coverage is in two layers. The first is liability
insurance provided by private insurers. The second is a
financial pool funded by required contributions assigned to
each reactor. If accident damages exceed a specified
amount, the Act requires Congress to consider necessary
and appropriate action to provide additional compensation
as needed. Contractors and vendors in the nuclear industry
must adhere to strict standards and safety requirements
specified in the Price Anderson Act Amendment (PAAA).6

!Nuclear Energy an-Etect &&;
Economics of Nudear Power

How does spent fuel disposal and nuclear plant
decommissioning affect the price of electricity?

As required by law, the price of electricity generated
from nuclear power includes a small charge to cover all costs
associated with disposing of spent fuel and
decommissioning (taking plants out of service). Regulatory
agencies audit and monitor the utilities to ensure that
enough money is being set aside to cover all these present
and future costs.

The amounts of spent fuel are small. About 400 (10 ft x
10 ft x 4 ft) cubic feet of spent fuel assemblies are removed
from the average reactor each year. Over the past four

X decades, the entire industry has produced about 49,000
-metric tons of used nuclear fuel. Industry analysts estimate

fthat decommissioning costs will be about 5 percent of the
total generation costs of a given nuclear plant.7
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What is radiation? How are we exposed to radiation?

Radiation and radioactivity are natural processes as old
as the earth. Materials that are radioactive are made up of
atoms that contain excess energy. These radioactive atoms
give off their excess energy as radiation in the form of waves
or sub-atomic particles.

"Ionizing" radiation is high-frequency radiation that gives
off enough energy that it can cause observable chemical
changes in the surrounding atoms.

The three basic kinds of radiation that come from
radioactive materials are alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
All three types are present in nature. Naturally occurring
radiation from soil, water, the atmosphere, and cosmic
radiation (the sun) is called 'background radiation.'

Alpha particles are the nuclei (centers) of helium atoms.
They can be blocked by a sheet of paper.

Beta particles are high-speed electrons. A thin sheet of
aluminum can block them.

Gamma radiation, like medical X-rays, consists of
photons (electromagnetic radiation), except that gamma
radiation comes from the atomic nucleus. Gamma rays can
be blocked by several inches of lead, several feet of
concrete, or a large amount of water.

14

Unstable isotopes that give off ionizing radiation
(radiation capable of knocking electrons off of atoms) are
found everywhere. Much of the earth's natural background
radiation is in the form of gamma radiation, which comes
from outer space. We are also exposed to radiation that
comes from such elements as potassium, thorium, uranium,
and radium. We are constantly surrounded by small
amounts of radiation.

Deposits of rocks and minerals vary in concentration
and location. In places where certain elements are
concentrated, there are also higher amounts of radiation.
For example, living near a granite rock formation can
increase an individual's background radiation by as much as
100 millirems per year. 8 Living in Denver, Colorado, or flying
in an airplane also increases a person's exposure to
radiation.

Living things are made of radioactive elements such as
carbon and potassium, therefore, they are made of naturally
radioactive materials. About half of the radioactivity in our
bodies comes from potassium-40. Most of the rest of our
bodies' radioactivity* is from carbon-14 and tritium, a
radioactive form of hydrogen.

Americans get about 25 millirems of radiation from the
food and water they eat and drink each year. For example,
bananas and Brazil nuts have high concentrations of
potassium.

We receive man-made radiation from medical sources,
building materials, coal-fired plants, and historic nuclear
weapons testing from the 1950s.

15
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How is radiation measured?

The units used to measure radiation are the rem and the
millirem (1/1,000th of a rem). The international unit for
measuring radiation exposure is the sievert (Sv), and 1 Sv =
100 reins.

Individuals receive an average exposure from all
sources of about 360 millirems per year. This includes
natural sources (such as rocks and cosmic radiation) and
man-made sources (such as X-rays).

What are the health effects of radiation?

Conclusive scientific evidence regarding the health
effects of radiation doses less than 1,000 millirems (or 1
rem) is not available. Radiation doses above 5 rems but less
than 25,000 millirems (or 25 rems) cause minor blood
changes detectable only by laboratory examination. No
other clinically observable effects are seen until a dose of
more than 50,000 millirems (50 rems) is received.9

The health effects of very high doses of radiation are
serious, while effects of normal background radiation can
only be estimated.

Some studies investigating a theory called 'hormesis'
show that low doses of radiation may be beneficial to health
as it may stimulate the immune system (much like a
vaccine).

Radiation at high levels may have two kinds of health
effects: somatic and genetic. Somatic effects of radiation
include a slightly increased chance of disease in the person
exposed. Genetic effects are those that might be passed on
to the exposed person's offspring by changes in the genes.

Radiation treatments are widely used in medicine to
help cure patients with sonie kinds of cancer. Doses-of
5,000 rerns to specific organs or parts of the human body
are common. -Much smaller doses of radioactive materials
are used as diagnostic tools. The use of radioactive
materials in medicine for both diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes helps millions of people every year.10
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How much radiation do I get from nuclear power plants?

From all sources, a person in the United States receives
an average exposure to radiation of 360 millirems per year.
Most of this exposure comes from natural radiation in the
soil, water, atmosphere, rocks, building materials, and food.
For example, potassium is a common, naturally occurring
radioactive element found in certain foods.

Radiation exposure to the public from all commercial
nuclear power plants has averaged 0.01 millirem per person
annually. Those who live near and many who work at a
nuclear power plant typically receive less than 5 millirems
per year. The federal limit for people who work in nuclear
power plants is a maximum limit of 5,000 millirems per year.
Utilities normally set their exposure limits even lower than
federal requirements.

Nube. Enegy ac Ekc&Wty
Radiation and Regulation I_

How are nuclear plants licensed and regulated?

Before any nuclear plant can be built and go into
service, the utility must obtain many different licenses and
operating permits from federal, state and local agencies.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires that
strict design and environmental conditions be met and
provides public hearings before the NRC issues a
construction permit.

After construction is completed, additional Commission
requirements must be met before the NRC issues an
operating license, again after a public hearing. During and
after construction, the NRC stations full-time inspectors at
the plant. Other visiting inspectors are sent to do specific
on-site inspections.. This assures that the plant is built and
operated according to its license.

Each utility checks- its plants for radioactive releases.
The records are sent to and examined by the NRC and the
Environmental Protection Agency. Abnormal conditions or
operations are reported to these agencies which then
scrutinize utility management problem resolution at the
plants or levy fines if there is inadequate utility management
action.

18
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What guidelines are followed for the release of
radioactivity from nuclear plants?

The guiding principle for releases from nuclear power
plants is known as ALARA (As Low As Reasonably
Achievable). Plant operators pay continuous, careful
attention to assure themselves and the public that any
radiation releases are well below the levels that have any
observable environmental or human health effects. These
levels are set by law and are based on data collected for
more than 65 years. The current exposure limit to the public
is 25 millirems per year at the plant boundary.

Interestingly, nuclear plants release less radioactivity
into the environment than coal-fired plants do, due to small
amounts of naturally occurring radioactive materials found in
coal deposits.11

What do U.S. nuclear plants do to be certain they have
minimal effects on the environment?

Utility companies set up an environmental monitoring
program several years before bringing nuclear fuel onto any
site. The utilities continue monitoring and sampling the
environment around the power plant, comparing any effects
before and during plant operations. This may include
monitoring of a nearby lake, milk from cows, broad leafy
vegetables, and fish. In this way they know exactly what
effect operation of the plant is having on the environment.

Independent laboratories analyze the samples around
these power plants and report their results to the utility and
public regulatory agencies. All of these records are publicly
available. The operation of commercial U.S. nuclear plants
has had little, if any, measurable negative impact on the
environment. In fact, areas around nuclear power plants
have provided excellent habitats for wildlife to thrive,
including endangered species such as osprey, peregrine
falcons, bald eagles; and the beach tiger beetle.' 2

Extensive environmental monitoring demonstrates that
no members of the public receive more than one percent of
their total background radiation exposure from nuclear
plants. If nuclear plants were completely eliminated as
sources of radioactive releases, that elimination would cause
no detectable change in the average person's radiation
exposure.
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How do we know if radioactivity is released from a

nuclear plant if an accident happens?

The amount of radioactivity released by a nuclear power

plant is monitored continuously to be sure it does not exceed

allowed levels. Sophisticated monitoring equipment provides

exact information about any release. The plant operators as

well as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission monitor these

statistics and reports. Additional monitoring equipment and

personnel are on hand for emergency use. Teams practice

environmental and radiation monitoring several times a year

in emergency drills with independent governmental agency

personnel, who also participate.

What is the safety record of U.S. nuclear plants?

In the years since the first U.S. commercial power

reactor in Shippingport, Pennsylvania, went into service in

1957, no property damage or injury to the public has ever

been caused by radiation from a U.S..commercial nuclear

power plant. At present there are more than 100 operable

U.S. nuclear plants. From its beginnings, the nuclear power

industry's primary concern has been to protect the health

and safety of the public.
In 1979, an accident at the Three Mile Island plant

brought attention to the safety of nuclear power. The event

was a serious financial loss to the utility, but no lives were

lost. The maximum estimated individual radiation exposure

was 46 millirems-about as much as the extra cosmic

radiation a person from sea-level Florida would get by going

camping in the mountains of Yellowstone National Park. No

one was physically harmed or is likely to suffer future ill

effects.
Nuclear professionals carefully apply the lessons

learned from plant operations around the globe to maintain

the industry's strong safety record.

23
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How are employees and the public protected from
potential hazards at operating nuclear power plants?

Safety systems with multiple redundancies are in place

to shut the reactor down safely at the first sign of abnormal
operation. Plant workers have constant, rigorous training. In

the United States, plant operators must be licensed by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The electric utilities also
created the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) to

promote the highest levels of safety and reliability among
their workers.

The greatest potential hazard from an operating nuclear
power plant is from the radioactive products created in the
fuel. These come from the fission process that generates the
heat to make electricity. Plants are designed to keep these

fission products inside the plant. The physical barriers
designed to do this include: the building which consists of
concrete and steel walls that are 3 1/2 -feet thick, the solid
fuel itself, and water and metal around the fuel.

Every operating plant has plans in place to alert and

advise residents of an emergency. Local civil authorities
practice these plans each year. A few communities have
demonstrated the value of these plans as they have
implemented their'nuclear emergency plans to deal with
non-nuclear and potentially deadly threats.

Nube~r Ene4gy aorltdeaC Ailt
Safety and Risk Qfi

How do nuclear plant emergency plans protect
surrounding communities?

The extensive emergency preparedness exercise
programs developed to support nuclear power plants have
proven effective even though no radiation-related emergency
has ever put them into action.

For example, 10,000 people in Iowa were evacuated
following a fire at a sewage treatment plant that spread a

plume of toxic gases over the city. City officials credited the

nuclear power plant emergency planning program-
specifically the plans, the drills, and the exercises-for the
knowledge and public awareness that was shown during a
large-scale emergency.

Seventeen thousand residents were evacuated from St.
'Charles, Louisiana, following a leak at a chemical plant. A

- nuclear power plant emergency plan was used to enable this
evacuation.

In Pennsylvania, a fire at a metal plant necessitated the
evacuation of 13,000 people. The Susquehanna Nuclear
Power Plant evacuation plan was used to organize this
effort.

The city of San Luis. Obispo, California, evacuated
approximately 3,000 people due to an out of control wildfire.

In each of these instances, the plans were immediately
and successfully implemented.' 3
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How would an earthquake or other natural disaster
affect a nuclear power plant?

Nuclear plants are designed to withstand whatever
natural forces are likely to happen in specific locations, such
as tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunamis, and
earthquakes.

Nuclear plants continue to operate during a moderate
tremor to provide the electricity needed to maintain
communications and public services. However, the plant
would be shut down at the first sign of abnormal operations
and if seismic (earthquake) activity was greater than a
certain amount. Plants have equipment that continuously
monitors any potential seismic activity.

Nuclear plants located in areas with a history of
earthquakes are built to withstand the maximum motion that
could be expected and to be able to shut down safely. Also,
all vital devices, equipment, and machines are tested and
approved to work during earthquakes, even for plants
located away from likely earthquake areas. Nuclear plants
are generally built away from earthquake-prone areas and
are designed to withstand a tremor should one occur.

What do plant operators do to preventsabotage or other
man-made disasters?

Utilities follow stringent security precautions to protect
nuclear power plants and equipment from malicious
damage. People working in the plants are carefully
screened for their integrity and emotional stability. Random
visitors cannot enter. Authorized employee escorts always
accompany business-related visitors and must keep them in
sight at all times.

Since September 11, 2001, the industry has dedicated
additional resources to respond to security concerns. Since
nuclear power plants were already designed for both natural
disasters and other risks, nuclear reactors have always had
a very high degree of safety from such threats.

The robust physical protection already present' at
nuclear power plants also provides a high- degree of
protection from external forces, such as attacks with
explosives or aircraft. Studies done by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and the Electric Power Research
Institute have shown that aircraft attacks against nuclear
power plants, spent fuel pools, and dry storage casks have a
very'low chance of. resulting-in any significant release of
radioactivity.
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What is nuclear waste and how much is there?

Nuclear waste consists of the radioactive byproducts of

nuclear reactors, fuel processing plants, and institutions
such as hospitals and research facilities.

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
reports that as of 2003, the United States accumulated about
49,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel. Nuclearwastes are,

for the same power output, almost a million times smaller in
volume than the wastes from coal plants.

It is important to note that only about 5 percent of the
total recoverable energy in nuclear fuel is used for power
production at this time. Reprocessing of the used fuel, and
the use of advanced power reactors, such as fast breeders
and the integrated fast reactor, will provide future
generations with a nearly sustainable source of nuclear
energy.

Reprocessing to recover uranium and plutonium avoids
the waste of a valuable resource because most of the spent
fuel (uranium at less than 1 percent U-235 and a little
plutonium) can be recycled as fresh fuel, saving some 30

percent of the natural uranium otherwise required to make
new fuel14

Notder Ernergy ad Electrri *AA
Nudear Waste

What are the kinds of radioactive waste?

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission separates wastes
into two broad classifications-high-level or low-level
waste-based on levels of radioactivity, chemical elements,
and biological materials.

Low-level wastes contain very low amounts of
radioactivity. They usually require little or no shielding, and
no cooling. Low-level radioactive waste results from reactor
operations and other uses in hospitals, research
laboratories, and manufacturing. They consist of used
disposable protective clothing from medical facilities and

nuclear power plants, water-treatment resins and filters,
compacted trash, contaminated lab equipment, plastics,
metals, and liquids. They are the result of good
housekeeping practice in which non-radioactive waste is
separated from slightly contaminated waste.

High-level radioactive waste comes from the fuel used
by nuclear power plants that generate electricity. It has been
removed from the reactor along with the assemblies that
house the fuel. It is highly radioactive material and requires
special shielding during handling and transport.

91
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How do we dispose of low-level waste?

Most low-level wastes are put into drums, and buried at

a commercial disposal site. There they are placed at the

bottom of trenches (about 20 feet deep). At the Barnwell,
South Carolina, site, trenches are back filled with sand and

covered with clay each day to keep moisture from getting in.
When full, trenches are mounded and capped with clay, and

finished off with a foot of topsoil. Grass is planted to help
prevent erosion.

The collection, transportation, and burial of low-level
radioactive wastes are all closely monitored and controlled
by the Department of Transportation, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and state agencies.

When properly managed, these low-level wastes do not

pose a hazard. The industry now has many decades of

experience in handling and shipping these materials. There
never has been an accident with these wastes that resulted
in the release of radioactivity causing health effects.

30
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What are the issues regarding high-level waste
disposal?

The federal government is responsible for disposing of
high-level radioactive waste as outlined in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982.'5 The Department of Energy (DOE) and
its Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management must
ship and store the waste. The Department of Transportation
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission establish and
enforce regulations the DOE follows.

These multiple government bodies must coordinate with
citizens, private companies, American Indian tribes, and
local governments to define policies for the nuclear industry.
With diverse interests competing for solutions, frequently
debated issues emerge, including:

Storage:
Where and how should the waste be stored?

Transportation:
How should waste-be moved?
To which locations should it be moved?

Regulation:
Who has the authority aridjurisdiction to make which

: decisions?

Safe waste processing and handling techniques are
established; it is a question of resolving the institutional

1 issues, and then implementing proven radioactive waste
management techniques to safely transport and dispose of
radioactive wastes.

I
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What happens to used nuclear fuel that comes out of a
reactor?

?uear Energy amEtcc oVka
Nudear Waste A

What is the Nuclear Waste Fund?

During refueling, fuel rods are removed from the reactor
and stored underwater at the plant site. Water cools the
used or "spent" fuel and also provides shielding from the
radiation as the radiation starts to decay. Much of the high-
level radiation decays away within a year of being removed
from the core. U.S. utilities also use above-ground, air-
cooled storage casks, which are also used safely in Canada
and Europe. In the future, the fuel will be shipped to a
private or federal storage facility.

It is possible to reprocess and recycle the used fuel,
rather than to bury it as waste. More than 90 percent of
spent fuel can be recycled and used again as new fuel. But
with the large amounts of uranium still available, it is less
expensive to mine new fuel than to reprocess the spent fuel.
Reprocessing is being done in other countries, such as
France and Japan.

Since their first day of operation, all U.S. nuclear plants
have been paying one tenth of a cent per kilowatt-hour
generated into the NuclearWaste Fund to pay for permanent
storage of all used fuel. Nuclear plants have so far paid
more than $15 billion and, because of those payments, are
the only industry in America that has paid the cost of
disposing of its waste.

The Department of Energy (DOE), after 20 years of
study, has chosen Yucca Mountain, Nevada, as the
permanent disposal site for all nuclear waste. The DOE is
now preparing an application to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for a license to construct the repository.
Before the facility is allowed to receive used nuclear fuel, the
NRC must grant a, license to receive and possess used
nuclear fuel. Although court challenges are still underway,
the DOE is currently scheduled to begin receiving used fuel
in 2012.

Some other nations do not have the same issues with
used fuel disposal because they reprocess their used fuel,
reclaiming the approximately 97 percent which is unburned
-for new fuel rods.
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Why transport nuclear wastes?

As noted earlier, most low-level wastes are packaged in

drums and transported to licensed burial sites for storage,

monitoring, and control.
High-level waste from commercial nuclear power plants

consists of used fuel rods. As mentioned earlier, these fuel

rods are stored at the nuclear plant sites. The onsite fuel

storage pools at plants were sized initially with the intention

of reprocessing the spent fuel for reuse at the plant.

Since reprocessing has been discontinued in the United

States, the storage pools at some plant sites are filling up.

Fuel rods from these pools are placed in a specially

designed and certified cask and moved to a protected dry

cask storage area on-site until they can be moved to a

permanent federal repository.
In 1982, Congress enacted the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act that calls for high-level waste to be moved to a

temporary storage facility or to a permanent Department of

Energy (DOE) repository. The DOE's Final Environmental

Impact Statement for the Yucca Mountain Project anticipates

about 11,000 rail or 53,000 truck shipments during the

expected operation of a permanent repository in Nevada.
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Are there risks associated with transporting radioactive

waste?

The Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of
Hazardous Materials Safety estimates that an average of

800,000 shipments of hazardous materials (HAZMAT) are

made each day in the United States.'6 It is less hazardous to

ship solid nuclear fuel than to ship many other materials

(such as gasoline or liquefied natural gas) that are routinely

transported all over the country.
Specially designed and tested shipping containers

prevent the release of radioactive materials, even in the

most severe accident. Sample containers have undergone

severe crash and fire tests to prove they can withstand the

most severe accidents.
High-level waste is transported in shipping containers by

truck, barge, or railway. All shipments are subject to strict

federal regulation by the DOT and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.
According to the National Safety Council, as of mid-

1998, four accidents had occurred during spent fuel

shipments. None of them released radioactive material.

From 1971 to 1999, 62 accidents occurred during the

transport of low-level radioactive waste in the United States.

Of these, only four resulted in the release of radioactive

materials and those releases caused no measurable

radiation exposures.17
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How are nuclear material shipments regulated?

Regulations and procedures for shipping nuclear

materials are governed by two objectives: (1) the

transportation procedure should minimize the chance for an

accident to occur; and (2) the materials should be packaged

so no radioactive material is released if an accident does

occur.
The main safety factor is the shipping container.

Containers for spent fuel are rigorously designed and tested

according to requirements set by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) and the Department of Transportation

(DOT). The containers are tested at national laboratories by

severe tests involving crashes, fire, water, and falls. These

tests are much worse than conditions that would occur

during a highway accident. These tests assure the

container's ability to remain tightly sealed under any

conceivable transportation condition.
The DOT has general authority to regulate the

transportation of hazardous materials, including radioactive

materials. The NRC is responsible for licensing and

certifying the casks for high-level radioactive shipments.
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Will radioactive waste be left as a "legacy" for future

generations?

Radioactive waste need not be an unhealthy legacy for

future generations. Some researchers consider a repository

to be an asset to future generations who will have the

technology to utilize the spent fuel to its fullest potential.

High-level radioactive waste will be stored in solid form

in stable geologic formations deep under the earth's surface.

Studies of long-term effects from nuclear power's waste

stream demonstrate similar risks to those from solid waste

(garbage) or from the waste streams of other industries.

These wastes also last for long time periods, and are

generated in vastly larger volumes than is nuclear waste,

which results in less precaution being taken in their burial.18
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How does public opinion influence nuclear power?

Most Americans believe the benefits of harnessing
nuclear energy are worth the potential risks. A variety of
polls in the United States have found that Americans think
that nuclear energy is a good or realistic choice as an energy
source for large-scale use.

Supporters of nuclear power were significantly more
likely than they were two years ago not to mind a nuclear
plant close to their homes. A poll conducted for the
Associated Press by International Communications
Research indicated that Americans have become more
comfortable with nuclear power, with over half saying they
support using nuclear plants to produce electricity.

In our democratic society, decisions are made by
majority agreement through the political process and our
elected representatives. Such majority agreement depends
on balancing concerns regarding health and safety, quality of
life, and the laws of nature. Tolerances for risk are often
calculated in terms of the perceived benefits or probable
consequences of a course of action.
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What other uses are there for nuclear energy?

I

Radiation and radioactive elements make our lives
easier and more productive in many ways. From industrial
applications to medical uses, nuclear science has provided
the foundation for many time-and life-saving applications.

For example, the transparent plastic wrap used to
package fruits and other foods depends on a radiation
process for its strength and clinging ability. Radioactive
elements are also used to protect the environment by
detecting pathways for pollutants to get into water supplies.

In the medical field, the radioactive isotope Cobalt-60
helps to stop the body's immune reaction to transplanted
human organs. Also, tests using nuclear materials in
hospital laboratories can detect thyroid under-activity in
newborn babies. This makes prompt treatment possible,
saving many children from mental retardation.

Small nuclear power generators are used as sources for
heat and electricity in remote and extreme climates,
including outer space; There are uses for small reactors to
produce hydrogen, power remote mining operations, and
desalinate seawater.

Nuclear technology alspo is used to:
. Investigate crime
. Inspect welds
. Explore for gas and oil

. Measure the amount of liquid in a can.
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What is our responsibility concerning nuclear energy?

It is our responsibility to become informed and make

decisions based on reliable information. The scientific

community takes responsibility for collecting knowledge
about energy technologies, evaluating technologies, and
inventing new applications.

Working together, researchers, community members,

and policy makers can make decisions based on scientific.
facts. We also have a responsibility to future generations to

ensure they have an adequate supply of energy and a
healthy ecosystem.

As technology evolves with advanced power plants,

future generations around the world will be able to sustain a

good standard of living that will also protect the environment.
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness arid
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4(18/2005 e 5 PM CST and mall the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
1.877.5262946www.na-ygn.org
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mall the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new 'uclear reactor at Its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

We concur with the NRC'i; conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP fcr the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear e iergy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue tc be an important part of a balanr.d energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the proces s.

a We commend Exelon for Ibeing proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing ex 3ected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing tho environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the eo)nomic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Pern t.
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Please fax a copy to 630-25249V'8 by 411812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North Amnerican '-un Generation In Nuc~lear (NA-YGN)
ww.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

a We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, dean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

a We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to xxx.xxx.xxxx ASAP and mall the originals to North American
Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL 60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear fNA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.orq 1 .877.528.2BMc



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals. SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process,

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4/1812005 @ 5 PM CST and imail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org

1 .877.525.2846
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility. on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's concluslon that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

a We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

a We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.
We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.
We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature -

Name Ades',d

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

Signatur>/ .

Nafte-. .e,o 4 Address

Ksj 4737- 692f(
PhoneNumber
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* City. State. ZIP

9 3",'?O

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Yourig Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
rww.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
_W WNUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature

Nam Adr ( C. esse _ZSO 4Lt
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Signature
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Phone Number City, State. ZIP

Signature
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Phone Number City. State. ZIP

Signature
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Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.
We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.
We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4/1812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org . 1.877.52R6.2945
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Geperatipn In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-yan.org 1 ,877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Arnerican Young Generation In Nucloar (NA-YGN)
www.ns-ygM.org 1.877,526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA.YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 ,877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Arnerican Young Generatdon In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Nonh American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Amerian Young Generatfon In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
ww.naygn-org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www~na-ygn-org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELONIS PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generatiop In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wwn,.a~ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at Its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site,

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the meaps to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 41812005 @ S PM CST and mall the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wwwv.na ygn,org * 1.877.S26.2M6
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generatlop In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www-na-ygn.org l1.a77.s26.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliabIl and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 411812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North Armerican Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGP4)
wv4w.na-ygn.orq 1 .877.526,2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

70esidy' f2!>e' Jr70f Mr ~
Name Address
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Phone Number Cory, Stale, ZIP

Signature
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Phone Number CMy, State, ZIP
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North American Young Generation In Nucioar (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at Its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden' to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Phone Number city, State, ZIP

Signature
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Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 411/12005 0 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Qeneration in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.oro 1.877426.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the econoric burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature
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Signature

Name Address

Phone Number MAy State, ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wwwvna-ygn~org 1.877,526.2M4
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at Its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with thi NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

• We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring to e4 .!iess and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactivi and farsigh : ¢c'; looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases in energy ig y..i over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of 4,.: . -ted energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's i. ' *

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

JL, IE6r
Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signa u're

NameL A Z:Ior
Name

Phidnr Number

Aqdress

GOOchLi ) C V/iT
CIty. state. ZIPa

_ _ ,,,

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mall the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
ww.na-ygn~org 1.877.526.2046



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

a We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

& We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looling for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Signature
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Please fax a copy to xxx.xxx.xxxx ASAP and mail the originals to North American
Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL 60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wwwe.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature
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City, State, ZIls

I 2e 0n7 I

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
ww.na-yon.org 1.877,526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature---
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Signature
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Signa2Xre
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North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877,526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at Its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.
We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Signature
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tisTi3s-hy ;NA@ CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.naygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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Signature
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Phone Number City, State. ZIP

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www~na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
EW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

SignW
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North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
EW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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Phone Number City, State. ZIP
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Phone Number City. State. ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Armetiran Young Qeneragon In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526294MS
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

C
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Name Address
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP '

Signature
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Signature
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North American Young Generaton in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na ygn.orv 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process,

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Z/;-
BU?& H -. -Ar1-

Namhe A^dress

Phone Number City, Sate, ZIP }
salt1 W Xel
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Name I

6a&C% 7-3 774
Phone NKumber

Addrvss

City, sWtae. ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-2524978 by 411812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.
W We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature

MIu..ir- L. Ltwr 5R 3ID~~AN
Nama Address

PhIona Number City. State, ZIP

Namej Address

o3- Numbe- 3Zr
Phone Number

C~o~v 1 br6?A -s e- 2,2.zo
City. State. ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA.YGN)
UVAM.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

a We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear.energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an Important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environrriental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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&93 67-39/? ICa 2 J.rrA 5,G ZTei73
Phone Number City, stat, ZIP

Signature ()

Narmw Address

Phone Number
CaW e -e- .ZIP f2 2City. State. ZIP I I

PIcasc fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4118/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North Arnerican Yuung Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.87'7.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

signature
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North Amcricvn Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2948
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Phone Number City. State. ZIP

Nonh American Young Generaton In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-yon.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signate '
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Signature
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

(~ GG Ul--�
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Name Address
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Please fax a copy to xxx.xxx.xxxx ASAP and mail the originals to North American
Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL 60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN) , ',
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urgesthe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.
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Please fax a copy to xxx.xxx.xxxx ASAP and mail the originals to North American
Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL 60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEA REACTORS AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nwlear (NA-YGN)
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature
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Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generaton in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature
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Signature 4
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned Individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at is Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental Impacts would not
prevent Issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy Is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases In energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

pi kr
'Soaturb/

W szawo Z-0.a hs @9L AM1a -1~fi& Sa- 5
Narri J Ia Address

/1.q1 _-,: 73
?�74r"4(r

008' 571- -319-1
Phone Number City, State. ZIP

l
I-IL K144A

ure

?e-1 I-7 a /a H,- L, 7r-;
Address

3c> ? (II J 6 4(k) R- Us{a2 r14'RA3
Phone Nunber City. State. ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 411812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
vwww.na-ygn .org 1.877.5i26.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct new nuclear reactors at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature '

H?66 Is' f7Z 47 y- 7
Name Address

/v&5~) Ki-7)./3 ,Aeitsoi., ''( 71//
Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature '

Name Address

-11,

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Please fax a copy to xxx.xxx.xxxx ASAP and mail the originals to North American
Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL 60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, It should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected Increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

...IL
Signature

emZs t C-" i aoo4 v,L { v

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signaue

Name Address

hoe 6Sym- / 7
Phone Number CMty, State, ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 411812005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation In Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

Signature
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fax a copyto 6~ 52 75 @ M CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525 Ho XQ6 3it V/

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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Signature
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Signature
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Phone Number
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City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www~na-ygn.org 1,877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature

Name V Address '

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signrure
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Signature
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Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS AT CLINTON

Signature /
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Sighatue J

Name Address

Phone Nurnber City. State, ZIP N )
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn-org 1.677.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Amencian Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www-na-ygn-org l.M7.5262946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
- NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North Amercan Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
]NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wwwv.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generaton in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.5262M96



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wvwv.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Name

1.11,

e/v - d- -7-,IL3 3
Phone Number

Address I

d iL, StatZ4 IP-f
City. State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

.IP
Signature

Name Address
ACUr'-(CLt. 4 tfC

r~

-1n3 3 -I1 7-1
Phone Number

LAtuZvti cLryi Li;, W -+.3 LfO 4 1

City. State. ZIP

Signiafe

6Gef Lr- e} ;

-
3A2 de a 06
Address

rete2 :. f7"/'; 4 1
_

Phnt - 7u7 - 40 r
Phone Nurrber city. State. ZIP

,•i4 .76F 3 : ;=-1 o, ,

Sig~nat-T

Name Address

7(3 -S3O0-Z 377 ":I C-1 Tco. , 2
Phone Number City. State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number COty, State. ZIP

North American Young Generaion in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.FYna °For 1.877.526.294Z6



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature

69.A �J-q t. e-?,
Name

Phone-Kumber

Address

" i

City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCL AR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signaure -tz ~op (I0-
Name Address 3 z, / g,

C/1/ t4b7 tbrzfa 7
Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State. ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Anature
L

(/OILr( ' 16ll kwaf-uel I e - Ap4- 7/ -I
Name Address

(O,/) 7v-Yt n.v/u ?7qllb
Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

IPho-3n 7 Num
Phone Number

Cty. - /// , Sae ZIP
City, State, ZIP e

Signature

A'a'r MA. Pa.Le,1- Pits () -o
Name Address

5'0 -7 0 -2 71,
Phone Number

WC-cs19- 1-,\&I 6, -OjZ, IC?70(-&-
City, State, ZIP

Name Address

Phone Number City, Statel I

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

0jng 3 -6,-c - -a, 14i

Name | Address

Phon7- r - ySaZ
Phone Nurnber Clty. Stbb, ZIP

4'4,11el

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State, ZIP

Name Address

Phone Nunber City. State. ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Nurmber city. State, ZIP

North Arnenrcn Young Generaton In Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signatur

(Ot~cn 2C-U -2o 2't- S - Or-Cl 11zs ( , AO-
Name Address

-XaU~~ ~~ v+ 7qf ,0 T ~k L gt,

w~ature

Name C3 Address

l-33-Sop £Xb\rn, 'A 4S)eI
Phone Numrber City. State, ZIP

'Sigture

\ReaQA R 94 Orlg Vpa
Name Addte

S13- ur-r5e 1Ct, Sae iUP
-Fhone Nurrber city, State. ZIP

S-)me

8M i ^ snl'r (2-l I rc/4RC, re/.i A) --
Name

Phone Nunber

Address

14-'-d 7,

city. State. ZIP
,, GA T° To

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number city. State. ZIP

North Americai Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.5262946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

/lv)Ic � r'-f' -
Signature J702. Avhv 0o1 Dr.

DJ kl'~atot a 4 Apt 1)
Name Address

3J+-72V-76&9 R9 110, /VGOo
Phone Number City. State. ZIP/

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number city. State. ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number Ciy. State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number CitY. State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Nunber City, State. ZIP

North Amernca Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.5262946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

S r
Signpbre

Qz
NA 2D3:n - (c,((tmce . yp . kf, 13

Name Address iJ

•4oo{d O/e,(. f A-I&I
Phone Number City, State, ZIP J

Sig nature

Name J Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

SiNaature A s

Name /,/Address

Phone Number Cily, State. ZIP

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North Amnerican Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature

Al 5 /f (- _ /1y /Z-/z/11 A.e-
Name t/ Address

(fY -86 7 -,-76 < A t;~e aL6vœ e ag /
Phone Number City, State, ZIP K) /

Signature

Name Addres 310 ws Is C EVA
Name Address

Pine Number 7 )
Phone Number

61(ovtJ. t., PL
City', Sta'te, ZIP

I606)

'::� Ide-A Li o A 14@S C'

Name Address

zJ;7 -7f <di q cc c C Sfat-.;94 , - ? 7 r
Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
,NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature
UZ LLr4A10 A 4Wa4 kAT V 13a6 Z ~b e± k. L-oe

Nare Address

512 42-7 j2qq4 4' I; It, YX 7$763
Phone Nurrber City. State. ZIP

Sbnat u gS

30Thh h zW 74-,) IavJlAIKlJt CC E tr
Name Address

-)Oq \~JA
Phone Nurber City. State, ZIP

Namef) Addres
Signature '

Aeu 6-,v I)C kkrA14 -'

Name Address

Phone Nurnber city. State. ZIP 9

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

North Amrencan Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
wsww.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Name Address

* eA'3g? 4 y 2 d
Phone Number I Cty, State. ZIP

_ .

.. . .. . .

Sinature

Namb Address

Phone Number City, State. ZIP

<A\owu 2s8~eW3 o\a iteA 0 n Qck
Name Address

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

(Signature I

Name Address

Phone Number City. Ssate. ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Phone Number City. State. ZIP

North Amencan Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526294



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

We, the undersigned individuals, SUPPORT plans by Exelon to secure an Early Site
Permit (ESP) to construct a new nuclear reactor at its Clinton facility, on the following
grounds:

* We concur with the NRC's conclusion that environmental impacts would not
prevent issuing an ESP for the Clinton site.

* We believe that nuclear energy is safe, clean, reliable and cost effective, and as
such, it should continue to be an important part of a balanced energy mix.

* We support the ESP process as the means to guarantee an open and thorough
evaluation of future nuclear projects, while ensuring the timeliness and
predictability of the process.

* We commend Exelon for being proactive and farsighted when looking for reliable
methods of addressing expected increases in energy demand over the coming
years, while minimizing the environmental footprint of the selected energy
sources, as well as the economic burden to Exelon's customers.

Therefore, we urge the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to GRANT Exelon's
application for an Early Site Permit.

LLa-1.MA
9gnature

45t W It qw 4AS gi br
Name Address

7-( 5-?S3 2- ZZ4 Wet W,,j6 04 q-9;
Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

Name Address

Pho- neNu1mbe
Phone Number

6). Lo{6'yd'QH-0 zlJ Y?2 1OG
City, State, ZIP

Please fax a copy to 630-252-4978 by 4/18/2005 @ 5 PM CST and mail the originals
to North American Young Generation in Nuclear, P.O. Box 10014, La Grange, IL
60525

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

- -/-y

Signa e = . ..

Name Address

(75- 53 2 -1 ( _-
Phone Number City, State, ZIP I t

k1 0 5 67 (At 111i .
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Name Address
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---------
-- m�

Signature
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Name Address
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature
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Name Address
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Phone Number
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City, State, ZIP
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Name Address
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B• <_- /og4

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR ECTOR AT CLIN

Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature

'yt 4A IjItt 12J 1~(V~ SA 4 2-1
Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP
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Name Address

Phone Number
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City, State, ZIP
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Signature

Aced kksl c- 123 uiS X w Ad?/I
Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Sign tur

Name Address

( 7/2 07 4JA I Sili ca ,. S lt
City, State, ZIP

6OGti
Phone Number

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

SIgnature I ' 4

Name
~M\ L1p

Address

Phr ne NMiwnhor
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City, State, ZIP V, I
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Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP

Signature
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Name Address

Phone Number
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City, State, ZIP V Q /
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,.

SignatureI
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Name Address

Phone Number City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1 .877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON

Signature if
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a me I tC
Name I
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Address
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Phone Number
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP I
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Signature
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Phone Number City, Sta. ZV'

Softture
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Name Address

Phone Number
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City, State, ZIP

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946



PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED
NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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NameJ | J Address
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Phone Number City, State, ZIPt)

Signature
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Signature
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Signature A
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Phone Number City, State, ZIP V

North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946
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PETITION SUPPORTING EXELON'S PROPOSED

NEW NUCLEAR REACTOR AT CLINTON
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Signature
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Phone Number
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Signature4
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Signature
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Signature d
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776r - A fe 7 ?
Phone Number
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North American Young Generation in Nuclear (NA-YGN)
www.na-ygn.org 1.877.526.2946


